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I. ISOLATED SEARCHES 

1. The Standing Subcommittee of the PCT Interim Committee for Technical 
Cooperation (hereinafter referred to as "the Standing Subcommittee") in its 
report adopted at the first session held in Geneva, December 8 to 11, 1971 
" •.. noted with appreciation the offer of the Patent Office of Germany 
(Federal Republic) to make a report on its experience in performing 'isolated 
searches,' similar to the expected PCT searches, and invited the International 
Bureau to circulate that report to the prospective PCT Authorities" (paragraph 
56 of document PCT/TCO/SS/I/17). 

2. The Patent Office of Germany (Federal Republic) submitted such a report 
(see Annex I) to the International Bureau and copies of the report were trans
mitted to all prospective PCT Authorities under cover of Circular No. 1416. 

3. The International Patent Institute (IIB) "··.also agreed to make a report 
on its experience with 'isolated searches,' it being understood that the IIB 
report would also cover such searches made for the Netherlands Patent Office 
and would be established after the report of the German Patent Office was 
available" (paragraph 57 of document PCT/TCO/SS/I/17). 

4. The report of the IIB will be distributed by the International Bureau to 
the prospective PCT Authorities as soon as it is submitted. 

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF UNIFORM 
SEARCH METHODS 

5. The Standing Subcommittee invited the International Bureau " ... to extract 
/from the information on the search methods of various examining Offices as 
already found in the framework of ICIREPAT/ such information as might be 
useful in connection with the exploration-of the possibilities of establish
ing uniform search methods among PCT Authorities, and to present such informa
tion to the Standing Subcommittee" (paragraph 58 of document PCT/TCO/SS/I/17). 
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6. The information gathered by ICIREPAT consists of responses to two question
naires circulated by .the Secretariat to both the IIB and most of the national 
Offices of States now members of the Standing Subcommittee. The two question
naires and a summary of the responses are found in document IC/TC.I/20(70) 
(see Annex II) prepared by the Secretariat. As the responses to the question
naires were made in 1969 and early 1970, the answers given do not reflect cur
rent situations or practices in a number of Offices. Furthermore, the question
naire was not directly concerned with either PCT minimum documentation or PCT 
search requirements. 

7. The International Bureau feels that it might be desirable to have the 
prospective authorities review their responses in light of both their current 
practice and such PCT requirements. Such review may be facilitated by circula
tion of a new questionnaire which would both update the relevant parts of the 
previous studies as well as elicit additional search methods information which 
is specifically related to the PCT requirements. 

8. The Standing Subcommittee is invited 
to advise the International Bureau as to the 
continuation of the study. 

LAnnexes I and II follo~/ 
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I. Search Principles 

1. Regulation According to PC! 

1.1. "Article 15 The International Search 

(1) 

(2) The objective of the international search is 
to discover relevant prior art. 

(3) International search shall be made on the basi• 
of the claims, with due regard to the descriptioa 
and the drawings (if any). 

(4) 

(5) --" 

1.2. "Rule 33 Relevant Prior Art !or the International 
Search 

33.1. Relevant Prior Art for the International Search 

(a) ~or the purposes of Article 15 (2), releT&at 
prior art shall consist of everything which 
has been made available to the public any
where in the world by means of written 4ia
closure (including drawings and other 
illustrations) and which is capable of 
being of assistance in determining that 
the claimed invention is or is not new aa4 

that it does or does not involve an lnve._ 
tive step (i.e~, that it is or is not ob
vious), provided that the making available 
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to the public occurred prior to the inter
national ~iling date. 

(b) When any written disclosure refers to an 
oral disclosure, use, exhibition, or other 
means whereby the contents of the written 
disclosure were made available to the pub
lic, and such making available to the pub
lic occurred on a date prior to the inter-
national filing date, the international 
.search report shall separately mention that 
~act and the date on which it occurred if 
the making available to the public of the 
written disclosure occurred on a date poste
rior to the international filing date. 

(c) Any published application or any patent 
whose publication date is later but whose 
~!ling date, or, where applicable, claimed 
priority date, is earlier than the inter
national filing date of the international 
application searched, and which would con
stitute relevant prior art for the purposes 
o~ Article 15(2) had it been published prior 
to .the international filing date, shall be 
specially mentioned in the international 
search report. 

,,.2. 7ields to be Covered by the International Search 

(a) The international search shall cover all 
those technical fields, and shall be 
carried out on the basis of all those 
search files, which may contain material 
pertinent to the invention. 
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(b) Consequently, not only shall the art in 
which the invention is classi~iable be 
searched but also analogous arts regardless 
o~ where classi~ied. 

·(c) The question what arts are, in any given 
case, to be regarded ·as analogous shall be 
considered in the light o~ what appears to 
be the necessary essential function or use 
~~ the invention and not only the speci~ic 
functions expressly indicated in the inter
national application. 

(d) The international search shall embrace all 
subject matter that is generally recognised 
as equivalent to the subject matter of the 
claimed invention for all or certain of ita 
~eatures, even though, in its specifics, the 
invention as described in the international 
application is di~~erent •. 

33.3. Orientation o~ the International Search 

(a) International search. shall be made on the 
basis of the claims, ·with due regard to the 
description and the drawings (if any) and 
with particular emphasis on the inventive 
concept towards which the claims are direo-· 
ted. 

(b) In'so far as possible and reasonable, the 
international search shall cover the entire 
subject matter to which the claims ar~ di
rected or to which they might reasonably 
be expected to be directed after they have 
been amended." 
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2. Resulation within the Procedure before the 
German Patent Office 
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!he search is directed towards the subject matter of the 
invention as characterized by the patent claims. Descrip
tion and drawings of the patent application shall only 
be considered to the extent it is necessary for the com
prehension of the patent claims. Features contained in 
the description or in the drawings which are not mentioned 
in the patent claims, do not have to be taken into account, 
even though they are characterized in the description as 
essential for the invention. 

The search is carried out in respect to all patent claims. 
Although novelty, technological progress and inventive 
step have to be considered in the search, the search re
port does not give any evaluation thereof and the publi
cations searched are not classified according to said 
criteria. In the event of several versions of the claims 
the search shall be based on the last filed version. 

In the case of combination claims, their features have 
first of all to be searched together. The search has to 
include the individual features of the combination claims 
only if they are obviously of essential importance. 

Prior to the search the examiner checks whether all 
classes, sub-classes, groups and sub-groups mentioned 
for his particular field have to be searched or whether 
certain classes, sub-classes, groups or sub-groups may 
be excluded, as they are not likely to contain any pub
lications relating to the subject matter of the inven
tion. 

The search file thus to be considered shall be searched 
according to the groups and sub-groups of the patent 
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classifications system (patent and other literature); 
such search file also includes publications which are 
filed by reason of multiple classification in the re
spective classification units (ErganzungsprUfstoff). fhe 
search has to be stopped only in the particular case 
publications are searched according to which the features 
of all patent claims are prejudicial as to novelty. 

In respect to each patent claim- as far as it is not 
self-evident - all publications searched shall have to 
be mentioned within a reasonable extent. If the number 
of publications to be cited is getting too large by rea
son of an extremely extensive version of the main clatm, 
only such publications shall be selected which by taking 
into consideration the restricting features of the de
pendent claims come nearest to the subject matter of 
the invention. 

If publications forming part of a patent family are 
searched, such interrelation shall be marked by an equa
lity sign (=) between the publications of the patent 
family combined in one group. 

The search shall not be restricted to the state of the 
art according to Articles 1 and 2 German Patent Law*> •. 
On the contrary also prior rights within the meaning of 
Article 4, Section 2, of the German Patent Law*) and 
earlier German patent applications shall be indicated 
to the extent they are available as publications ~ffen
legungsschrif"j;en (unexamined applications), Auslege
schriften (examined applications) or Patentschriften 
(patents)_? on the date of the search. Also publica
tions published within the period of a priority clai~d 
shall be mentioned. Brochures, company releases and the 
like shall only be considered if.they obviously consti-

*) see Annex 1 
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tute a publication with a clearly specified publication 
date. In such case the publication date shall be 1nd1- . 
cated. 

!he search work will find its limits where it becomes 
obviously uneconomical in relation to the time spent and 
the scope of the technical field to be searched for the 
subject matter of the application. 

:5. Differences 

3.1. There la an essential difference in that according 
to the German guidelines, a written disclosure made 
available to the public only after the filing date 
will not be mentioned, although the written dis
closure refers to an oral disclosure, use or exhi
bition or other means and the date the oral die
closure was made available to the public is prior 
to the filing date. 

3.2. There is no provision in the German guidelines 
corresponding to the last part of Rule 33.3 (b) POT, 
according to which the search shall cover also amend
ments of the claims which may reasonably be expec
ted. 

11. !he Search Report 

1. The International Search Report 

1.1. "Rule 43 !he International Search Report 

43.1. Identifications 

The international search report shall identi
fy the International Searching Authority which 
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established it by indicating the name of such 
Authority, and the international application 
by indicating the international application 
number, the name of the applicant, the name of 
the receiving Office, and the international fi
ling date. 

43.2. Dates 

The international search report shall be dated 
and shall indicate the date on which the inter
national search was actually completed. It 
shall also indicate the filing date of any 
earlier application whose priority is claimed. 

~3.3. Classification 

43.4. 

(a} The international search report shall con
tain the classification of the subject mat
ter at least according to the International 
Patent Classification. 

(b) Such classification shall be effected by 
the International Searching Authority. 

43.5. Citations 

(a) The international search report shall con
tain the citations of the documents con
sidered to be relevant. 

(b) The method of identifying any cited docu
ment shall be regulated by the-Administra
tive Instructions. 
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(o) Citations of particular relevance shall be 
specially indicated. 

(d) Citations which are not relevant to all the 
claims shall be cited in relation to the 
claim or claims to which they are relevant. 

(e) If only certain passages of the cited docu
ment are relevant or particularly relevant, 
they shall be identified, for example, by 
indicating the page, the column, or the 
lines, where the passage appears. 

43.6. Fields Searched 

(a) The international search report shall list 
the classification identification of the 
fields searched. If that identification is 
effected on the basis of a classification 
other than the International Patent Classi
fication, the International Searching Autho
r! ty shall publish th.e classification used. 

(b) If the international search extended to pa
tents, inventors'certificates, utility cer
tificates, utility models, patents or cer
tificates of addition, inventors'certifi
cates of addition, utility certificates of 
addition, or published applications for any 
of those kinds of protection, of States, 
perio~a, or languages, not included in the 
minimum documentation as defined in Rule 34, 
the international search report shall, when 
practicable, identify the kinds of documents, 
the States, the periods, and the languages 

43.7. 

43.8. 

.. 
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in which it extended. For the purpose of 
this paragraph, Article 2 (ii) shall not 
apply. 

43.9. No Other Matter 

The international search report shall contain no 
matter other than that enumerated in Rules :53.1. 
(b) and (c), 43.1., 2., 3., 5., 6., 7. and B., 
and 44.2. (a) and (b), and the indication re
ferred. to in Article 17 (2)(b). In particular, 
it shall contain no expressions of opinion, rea
soning, arguments or explanations. 

13.10. ---" 

2. The Search Report of the German Patent Office 

2.1. The preliminary examination division {patent divi
sion 01) first enters on form-sheet P 2250 (Annex 2; 
see also Annexes 5 and 7) the relevant classes, sub
classes, groups and sub-groups according to the German 
as well as the International Patent Ciassifications 
and the names of the examiners competent for said 
classes. 

After termination of the search each examiner marks 
off and dates the column containing his name. He 
furthermore enters the classes and groups used for . 
the search in the column "Recherchierte Klassen",' 
indicates in the column provided therefore -·separate
ly according to classes and groups cited - the time 
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spe~t for the search including the checking of the 
application documents and ticks off in column "Be-. 
rUcksichtigt ist PrUfstoff aus" the countries, pub
lications· of which are regularly collected at the 
German Patent Office and the search file of which had 
been used. This applies also in case no publications 
of the respective country had been searched. Publi
cations of third countries which happen to be in the 
search file will have to be mentioned in the search 
report whereas these countries are not referred to 
in said column. To the extent further foreign search 
files are regularly collected only as of a specified 
year, this fact will have to be mentioned, e.g. x 
Japan (JA) ab 1960, In this connection it is irre
levant whether said patent specif"ications are avai
lable in the original or in an abstract in the classi
fied file of the examiner. 

In form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3; see also Annexes 5 
and 7) the examiner lists the publications searched 
according to countries and within these countries 
- starting with the patent specifications- accor
ding to types of publications and rising numbers. If 
appropriate - in particular in case of a large number 
of publications searched - said list may also be con
secutively numbered. In the case of several searchers 
participating in the search each of them will list 
the publications found in above sequence. The publi
cations are then once again sorted in the fair copy 
by patent division 01. 

In form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4; see also Annexes 5 
and 7) the examiner indicates the publications found 
in respect of all the patent claims in their conse
cutive order (e.g. "zu Anepruch 1", "zu Anspruch 2" 
etc.). If necessary for better understanding the 

" 
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relevant citations from the publications shall be 
indicated with the number of page, section or line. 
If one publication covers several claims of the appli
cation said claims may be referred to jointly (e.g. 
"zu den AnsprUchen 3 bis 5"). 

If no publication has been found in respect to a 
particular patent claim this will have to be marked 
by a dash (e.g. "zu Anspruch 7: -"). 

Claims, the subject matter of which is mere common 
place or comes within the uncontested general know
ledge, and have consequently not been searched will 
be marked by "O" (e.g. "zu Anspruch 8: 0"). 

In a final· chapter there shall be cited other material 
forming part of the state of the art and connected 
with the problem of the invention which does not re
fer to individual patent claims. Such publications 
are to be marked by "allgemein zum Stand der Technik". 

2.2. The method of mentioning bibliographical data of the 
publications searched is to be seen from Annex 9. 

2.3. As a rule, classes and groups are neither to be sta
ted for the patent specifications nor for other pub
lications. Exceptions will be admissible if a publi
cation is contained in the search file of the exa
miner, not, however, in the library of the German Pa
tent Office, and which would be difficult to trace 
later on without an indication that it is to be found 
in the search file. Such indications about the f!ling 
of publications in the search file are not included 
in the fair copy of the search report. Applications, 
published as "Offenlegungsschriften" (unexamined 
applications), "Auslegeschriften" (examined applica-
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tion•) or "Patentschri!ten• (patents) after the !i
lin« date of the application to be searched but bea
ring .en earlier filing date than the application to 
be searched shall be marked with the additional in
dication "Anmeldetag •••• ", e.g. DT-AS 1 201 001 
Anmeldetag 18.09.65 (A.T. 18.09.65). 

If such earlier German patents and patent applica
tions are cited, explanatory remarks may only be 
given in respect to their claims, not, however, in 
respect to parts of the description or drawings. 
Moreover, they may only be cited in respect to the 
claims of the applications to be searched, not, how
ever, in respect to the state of the art. 

Publications issued during the priority period have 
to be marked by "verB!!. ••••" (date of issue), e.g. 
US - PS :5 :570 500 vertlf!. 27.02.68. 

Patent families have to be mentioned in the following 
.anner on both form sheets: 

D!-AS 1 260 813 = DL-PS 
l!'R-PS 

59 451 
447 698. 

In case a publication with a patent family pertaining 
thereto is cited in ~espect to several claims, indi
cation of said patent family does not have to be re
peated. 

terms such as "novelty", "technological progress", 
"inventive step" and the like which suggest an eva
luation of the subject matter of the application as 
.effected during the examination procedure, may not 
be uaed. 

~ 

:5. Differences 
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:5.1. It is pointed out that publications of special im
portance are not particularly stressed in the German 
search report. It is held, that a special identifi
cation, for example underl~ning of the respective 
publications, is not necessary. However~ it might 
be considered as a particular emphasis as against 
the material searched in respect to the state of the 
art, if publications are attributed to specified pa
tent claims. 

:5.2. There are no other differences to be ascertained bet
ween the international and the German search reports, 
as the method of identifying any cited documents in 
the international search report shall only be regu
lated by the Administrative Instructions (Rule 4:5.5. b). 

4. Comment on the Search Reports Annexed 

4.1. Patent application 1 800 001 (Annexes 5 and 6). 

This patent application has been classified in one 
main class and one sub-class (see Annex 5). Different 
examiners were competent for the main class and the 
sub-class. Each examiner has carried out his own 
search and has searched in addition to the. classifi
cation unit indicated a further classification unit 
as is to be seen from column "Recherchierte Klassen•. 
For the main class and sub-class searches the publi
cations searched have been summed up in "Anlage 1" 
and the publications searched in respect to the claims 
of the patent application are specified in "Arila~e 2•. 
Each search has been signed by the competent examiner 
indicating the date of the completion of the search. 
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Annex 6 concerns an official notice to the applicant 
on the result of the publications searched. Hereby, 
too,. the classification unit and the countries sear
ched are indicated. The result of the main class and 
the sub-class searches, however, is summarized in 
"Anlage 1" and "Anlage 2" by the office staff setting 
up the search reports. The cover page contains the 
name of the examiner who carried out the search and 
the date_ of the completion of the search, in order 
to enable the applicant to know who participated in 
the search. 

4.2. Patent Application 2 077 843 (Annexes 7 and 8) 

This case, too, concerns a patent application which 
was classified in one main and one sub-class. The 
only difference in respect to the example given in 
4.1. is, that the searches in the main and in the 
sub-class have been carried out by the examiner com
petent for the main class (see Annex 7). Accordingly 
the search was signed by only one examiner. 

Annex 8 again refers to the notice sent to the appli
cant. In this case "Anlage 1" has been omitted and 
the publications have been mentioned on the cover as 
only a small number of publications had been cited~ 
"Anlage 2" again contains the specified citations. 

III. Experiences Made 

1. Orientation of Examiners in Carrying out 
"Isolated Searches" 

To a minor degree, examiners are entrusted with "isolated 
searches" who before had been working in the granting 

~ 
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procedure and had carried out examination searches within 
said procedure. In most cases, however, those examiners 
are taken who have set up so-called commercial searches 
before, i.e. searches outside the.procedure before the 
patent office. 

1.1. Reorientation of the Examiners from Examination 
Search to "Isolated Search". 

There is an essential difference between these two 
types of searches. In case of an examination search 
the examiner normally questions the focal point of 
the invention (normally patent claim 1) whereas he 
does not bother much about the dependent patent 
claims, as said claims, once the patent claims on 
which they depend are abolished, will be dropped in 
the further course of the examination procedure, 
anyhow, or will at least have to be rephrased. !here
fore, dealing with such dependent patent claims does 
not appear to be economical. In contrast thereto, 
in the "isolated search" which does not contain an 
evaluation of the patent claimed and no comment on 
the publications searched, the dependent claims have 
to be taken into accounl in the same way as the in
dependent claims: only the exhaustive knowledge of 
the state of the art will enable the applicant to 
phrase the patent claimed in his application in such 
a manner as to satisfy the requirements of the Ge~ 
Patent Office as well as of any other patent office 
with which he might want to file his application. 

The examiners familiar with the examination search . 
are used to stop the search as soon as they·have found 
material prejudicial to the focal point of the in
vention, then to set up the report a"nd to wait for 
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the applicant's reaction. For the carrying out of 

"isolated searches" these examiners have to adopt a 

completely different attitude, ae they are not allowed 

to send a report or even to comment on the ci tations , 

The main problem !or these examiners was, to adap t 
themselves to a new type of search, that is to say , 

to search in respect to all claims "dependent or in
dependent" and to go through the search f il e in all 

necessary classification units. The attr ibution in 

the search report of the documents searched to speci
fic claims constitutes an advantage and a valuable 

self- contr ol , as the examiners thereby are always 

reminded to carry out the search exhausti vely . 

The positive effect was that these examiners had the 

experience from the patent granting procedure . They 
wer e used to a concentrated search and t o consider 
in selecting the documents searched, novel t y as well 

as technological progress and inventive st ep . 

1.2. Reori entati on of the Examiners from the So-Called 
Commerc ial Search to the "Isolated Search" 

There ie also an essential difference between these 
two t ypes of searches . In case of the s o- called 
commercial search, the requests were not sub ject to 

any formal requirements. The subject matter of a 
reque s t was merely described. Characterizing features 

in f orm of patent claims were only rarely phrased. ' 

The documents were mostly of a general con tents and 
were not directed to one specific technical object. 

The so-called commercial search did only deal with 
novelty without taking into c onsid erat ion technolo

gical progress and inventive step. It wa s no t poss i ble 
to search for the purposes of the invention but only 
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!or individual features. The interrelation between 
the individual features, too, could, as a rule, not 

be taken into account . In selecting the documents 

searched, an eventual evaluation of said documents 

in a subsequent examining procedure was not con

sidered . 

By reason df the phrasing of the documents, these 
examiners were not used to carry out a concentrated 
s earch. They were rather used to search in many 
classification units also from other fields, hoping 

to t race prior publ ished material with prejudi cial 
effect as to novelty . The search could take up to 
20 hours . 

For these examiners, in most cases, reor ientation 

was more complicated and time- consuming. The exaai

ner s were i nt r oduced to the pract ice of the gr ant i ng 
procedure during a 4- weeks training in t he framewor k 

of which they a ttended special courses on patent l aw 
and the administrative course of the examining pro
cedure. Particular emphas is was given t o the carry
ing out of concentrated searches, and to the consi
derati on and the effect of the search results in 
view of a subsequent examining pr ocedure . 

This s ort of training proved very valuable and appro

priat e durin• the fo llowing activity f or ~he "i so
lated search". For some of the examiners this re
orientation to the new search system t ook qui t e aome 
time, in spite of this special tr~ining . 

1.3. Training of Junior Examiners 

The appo i ntment as examiner of the German Patent 
Office, i. e . as exami ner for the -examination of 
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patent applications as well as examiner for "iso- . 
lated searches" is subject to a completed study of 
natural science or technical subjects at a univer
sity or a technical academy and work thereafter in 
a practical field for at least five years. 

The practical training of the junior examiners to 
be charged with the "isolated searches" is princi
pally directed towards this objective. In addition 
they are trained in the granting procedure by an 
examiner competent for the corresponding technical 
field. 

During this training the junior examiners attend 
two courses on general law (24 hours each) and two 
courses on patent law (40 respectively 24 hours). 
Moreover, they are familiarized in special lectures 
with: 

(a) Special questions in the processing of patent 
applications relating to chemical fields, 

(b) Documentation and 

(c) Classification and the setting up of search 
files. 

As a rule, the training takes 18 months. But usually 
these junior examiners are able to manage a normal 
workload already after one year. 

1.4. Comparison of the Three Categories of Examiners 

Examiners experienced in the granting procedure re
quired the shortest retraining period, normally 
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only a few months. They are followed by the junior 
examiners, as these examiners were not handicapped 
by other search methods but could be trained exclu
sively in the "isolated searches" and in the gran
ting procedure. Only the examiners who carried out 
the so-called commercial searches before met with 
the greatest difficulties. Although they were fa
miliar with the search activity as such, they never
theless always tended to search too broadly and con
sequently un-economically. 

In any case we considered it necessary to have the 
"isolated search" always carried out not indepen
dently but in view of a granting procedure. There
fore we are of the opinion that the examiners carry
ing out "isolated searches" should also be familiar 
with the course of the granting procedure 

2. Number of Citations 

2.1. The introduction of the "isolated search" showed 
that the search was carried out on too broad a basis 
and sometimes publications were cited which had onlJ 
a remote connection with the subject matter of the 
invention. Occasionally applicants complained that 
the technical contents of the documents cited were 
so remote that neither a delimitation of the patent 
claim nor a supplementation of the state of the art 
in the description was nec.essary. 

Furthermore applicants pointed out that - besides 
the indication of patent families - very often pe
veral publications of more·6r less equivalent con
tent were cited. 
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2.2. Accordingly, examiners were instructed as follows: 

(a) to cite publications in respect to the claims 
necessitating at least a delimitation of the 
patent claims, 

(b) to generally cite documents in respect to the 
state of the art to be considered either in re
gard to the problem ·of the invention or to the 
general inventive idea, at least, however, 
necessitating a supplementation of the state of 
the art in the description, 

Furthermore they were instructed to make selections 
in case of several publications searched with more 
or less equivalent technical content and to cite 
only those publications with the broadest technical 
content in the search report. 

In case of several publications with actually equi
valent content, the search report is to cite said 
publications in the language used by the applicant, 
e.g. in case of a French applicant in the French 
language and in case of an American applicant in the 
English language. 

2.,, According to a study-carried out in 1971 the average 
rate or citations per search report was 6.3;this 
figure may be divided as follows: 

(a) German patent-literature 46,5 '{. 

(b) foreign patent-literature 47,6 '{. 

(c) German non-patent-literature 4,0 % 
(d) foreign non-patent-literature 1 ,9 % 

~ 
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A break-down according to technical fields will be 
as follows: 

Technical Number DT-patent- Foreign DT-non- Foreign 
Field of literature patent- patent- non-patent-

citations in 'f. literature literature literature 
in· 'f. in 'f. in 'f. 

Mechani-
cal engi- 6,6 43,9 52,4 2,9 0,8 
nearing 

Mechani-
cal tech- 4,5 48,1 47' 1 4,5 0,3 
nology 

Electrica 
enginee- 9,0 47,3 46,8 4,0 1 ,9 
ring 

Chemistry 1 '6 33,1 53,1 5,0 8,8 

Physical 4.4 53,2 36,8 5,9 4,1 science 

3. Search Times 

3.1. Basis of calculation was the average search time for 
the so-called commercial searches amounting to 16.4 
hours per search. 

3.2. In summer 1968 the first trial searches according to 
the principles laid down in I.2. were carried out, 
requiring an average search time of 15,7· hours. 
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3.3. !hese search times seemed to be too high. Therefor~ 

examiners charged so far with so-called commercial 
searches, received a special training, as explained 
under III. 1.2. 

In 1969 it was possible to reduce the search time 
to 11.5 hours. 

3.4. Also these times appeared to be too high. Therefore 
the following measures were taken: 

(a) Speedier adaptation of the search file to the 
International Patent Classification whereby a 
more detailed sub-division was achieved. To the 
extent an official adaptation of the search file 
to the International Patent Classification was 
not yet possible, an internal detailed sub-divi
sion on the lines of the International Patent 
Classification was effected. 

{b) Multiple filing of-the search file in main- and 
sub-classes. 

(c) In case of searches in· the main- and in the sub
classes, the examiner competent for the main class 
- as far as possible - is also to carry out the 
search in the sub-classes. 

(d) Improvement of the assignment of tasks in such 
a manner that corresponding classes in which 
according to experience an additional search has 
to be effected in many cases, were assigned to 
the same examiner. 

~ 
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(e) A stricter control of the time limits in such a 
manner that each examiner had to file a weekly 
time-sheet with the head of hie division. 

It was the object of the measures taken under a) and 
b) to achieve a more specialized filing of the search 
file. according to classification units and thus to 
reduce the volume of the file to be searched. By rea
son of th ·multiple filing it was no longer necessa
ry to search in corresponding classes. 

It was the object of the measures taken under c) and 
d) to concentrate the search as far as possible with 
one examiner and to avoid that several examiners have 
to work through the application documents. 

The measure taken under e) was an enlargement of the 
controlling powers of the heads of the groups and 
divisions. 

These measures proved successful, The average search 
time in 1971 coula be reduced to 8,6 hours. 

4. Lack of Unity of Invention 

The German Patent Office does not attach great importance 
to the question of lack of unity of invention. Although 
patent applications are checked as to obvious lack of 
unity of invention prior to the "isolated searches", the 
rate of reclamations is very low, less than 1 ~. We be
lieve that the applicants do not try to misuse the prin
ciples of unity. This is confirmed by the experience,made 
with the "isolated search". 

From a total of 18 000 searches effected so far, only in 
two cases a search was not completed by reason of lack 
of unity of invent< ,, 
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5. Bumber of Searches Effected 
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5.1. The law introducing the "isolated search" came into 
force as of October 1, 1968. 

After an initial period of one year, the number of 
searches effected was statistically compiled as of 
September 1, 1969. 

5.2. In the first statistical year the average rate.of 
searches effected per examiner was 120 searches. The 
rates of the individual examiner ranged from 67 to 
233. 

5.,. In the second statistical year the average number of 
searches effected per examiner was 164 searches. The 
rates of the individual examiner ranged from 107 to 
296. 

6. Effects of Search Results 

6.1. ~or 50~ of the cases a request for examination was 
filed subsequent. to the search report. As under the 
German patent law requests for examination may be 
filed within a period of 7 years after filing of the 
application, a fina~ judgment in respect to the re
maining 50 ~ of the applicants is not yet possible. 

6.2. In respect to the first 50 ~ for which a request for 
examination had been filed the application documents 
were restricted in two thirds of the cases by reason 
of the search request. For one third the request for 
examination was filed with unamended application 
documents. For some of these applications, the com
petent examiner requested at the beginnine of the 
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examining procedure a restriction of the documents by 
reason of the search result. There is no statistical 
material on these cases. 

IV. ~inal Observations 

1. The foregoing report· is based on more than three years 
experience in the setting up of "isolated searches". 

2. Apart from the abstracts according to rules 8.38 and 
44.2. POT*) and minor differences as explained under 
I.2. and II.3., the "isolated search" may be considered 
as a search similar to the international search. 

3. It.was an advantage that the examiners entrusted with 
the setting up of "isolated searches" are also familiar 
with patents in general and with the relevant patent 
legislation in particular. 

4. Experience has shown that if the searches are to be of 
the desired quality, a profound knowledge of the princi
ples of patent law is absolutely necessary for the eva
luation and the selection of the citations. 

5. According to our experience a further reduction of the 
search time might bear the risk of a reduction of quali
ty of the searches. 

6. In view of a further' intensification and improvement 
of the search activity, the examiners have been united 
in groups of 4 to 6 examiners under the directi~n of a 
senior examiner. 

7. Particular emphasis is given to a further intensifica
tion of the training of the examiners who are in part!-

*) see Annex 10 
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oular to be made more ramiliar with the interrelation 
between the number or citations, search time, classifi
cation or search rile, and quality of search. 

B. For trial purposes ftisolated searchesft for alloys have 
been mechanized. For this purpose a Siemens-installation 
4004/35 with a core storage of 64 K is used. If these 
trials prove successful, which seems to be quite possible 
in regard to the results obtained so far, it is intended 
to extend the "isolated search" as mechanized search al
so to other technical fields. By this type of search, the 
search time could be further reduced for the examiner. 
However, it has to be taken into account that additional 
work has to be carried out by auxiliary staff who sub
mit the publications cited by the computer to the exami
ner for perusal• 

Linnexes follo~7 
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Annex 1 

GERMANY (Federal Republic) 

THE PATENT LAW 

Part one 

The Patent 

Article 1 

(1) Patents are granted for new inventions which permit of 
industrial application {gewerbliche Verwertung). 

(2) The following shall be excluded: 

1. inventions, the use of which would be contrary to law 
or morality, except where the laws merely restrict the 
offering for sale or putting on the market of the sub
ject of the invention or, if the invention relates to 
a process, of the product obtained directly by means 
of that process; 

2. discoveries of plant varieties which, according to their 
species, figure in the List of Species annexed to the 
Law on the Protection o_f Plant Varieties, of May 20, 
1968 (Bundesgesetzblatt I, p.429), and also processes 
used in breeding similar varieties. 

Article 2 

An invention is not considered new if at the time of the appli
cation for a patent (Article 26) it has already been described 
in printed publications made available to the public (offent-

Annex 
page 2 

liche Druckschriften) during the preceding · hundred years, 
or has already been publicly used in this country in such 
a manner that use thereafter by other persons skilled in the 
art (Sachverst§ndige) seems possible. Any description or use 
within six months prior to the application shall not be taken 
into account if it is based upon the invention of the appli
cant or his predecessor in title. 

Article 4 

( 1) 

(2) However, if the invention is the subject of a patent gran
ted on an earlier application, a later application can
not establish the right to the gran~ oL the patent. If 
this condition applies only in part, the applicant shall 
have a right to the grant of the patent with a correspon
ding limitation. 

(3) ...... -

LXDnex 2 follow~7 
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Ar:roex 2 Rec:hercha-Vfg. 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
VerfOgung 

L 1. AntJag gem!lll 2Bo Abo. 1 PatG liogt vor und lot wlrklam gopriilt. I Petenrhla!l vom ...................... (' 

z. Redokt. St. Patontblott: Eingong d• Recharcheantrago lm Patantblatt veroffentlichen. Erled. . ...... iNamoi;ii. DltuOi) 

I. Rocherchen oind durchzuluhren ln{von ") I I Zeitaufwand: Std. I 
Klasse/Gr. ----
Kiasse/Gr. 

Klasse/Gr. ----
Kiasse/Gr. 

-----
-----------

Klasse/Gr. ---- -'--------------
Kiasse/Gr. ------ ------·iPriilnimeii)" _____ _ 

__ f.._I_L.

1 
____ , ________ , __ 

... .J . ...J_ . .J .. _ -·"·•-•••••n•- H • 

... ...1.-.. L.I ...... --"···--··----''··· 
_.LL .. L.-·"·-· "··· 
,._L .. LL. --"--·····.,..---~-

1 I I 

4. Akten don vorstehenden Prulungs- bzw. Recherchestellen zur Durchlilhrung der Recherche vorlogen. 
1L 1. flechercheverarbeitung: Nach Erledigung von Zill. 1.1.4. 

• Vordr. P 2251 mil Anlllgen ouslenigen und mit Anochrelben (Vordr. P 2254) absenden an 0 +) Anm.-Vertr. und 

0 AntrogsL-Vertr. +) (bei Anmeldergemeinschalten insgesamt ___ Auslertigungen) 

2. Weitere VManlessung (VorlllfentL d. Flech.-Mialg. usw.) siehe besondere Verlugung. 

l. Z. d. Akten Patantabteilung 01 

Recherchen-Leitstella -------··-········--.. --.--~ 

, ~M Kl. u. Gr. durdl Pd. Abt Ot nam Wirbafnbibpnituna ctn ~traos; 
..... EIRb'lll"ftt'ft ¥011 elM S~ll.n, dil; ftlit dM R~ blfdtsind. 

PUIO 
R. 70 

Rocharchlerto Klassan 1 

Ermlttolto Druckochrlfton: oiehe Anlago 1 

(Bolm Rechorchi0f8n hier ~ eintJagen I) 

Benitr:ksichtigt ist PrUfstoff aus: 

0 Deobchllftd (OT /Dl) D Os!erreicb (00 0 Scl!woll (1211 

0 Gro&briltftnitn (GB) 0 fr3nkreich (fR) 0 USA (US) 

0 
0 
0 

[Annex follow~ 

.-;.ur~r .. x "': 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT VI!J.-E_,.c.r 

P nn.o. 
10. 68 

8000 MUMCIIIII 2 
z .. -......... .. 

Anlage 

zur Recherd!e-Verlilgung P 2250 

fUr die dorf genannlen Priil"ngs- und Recherthesllillen zur Durdrliihnrng der R~t<Mr<he 

ber.. Pofentanmltfdung P 

Usle Uber die ermiHellen Druckschrlfle11' 
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DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT Vfg.-Exemp'or 

P nn.e. 
2.70 

Anlag·e l 

zur Recherche-Verliigung p 2250 

ROOO MUNCHEN 2 
Zwcibrfdenstr•t,e t2 

fUr die dort genannlen PrUfungs- ""d Reduuchestellen zur Durchfiihrung der Recherd1'! 

betr. Patentanmeldung P 

Erlauterungen z:u den ermittelten Druckschriften: 

In den Eftluterungen bedeuten: 

.AT·: Anmeldeteg einer llleren deulsd\en Patentanmeldung. die berelts als Oruckschrift ·:orliegt . 

.,VerOff.•: At·sgabctag einer Orudcschrifl im Priorititsintervall. 
=": Druckschriflen, die aut ciieselbs Ursprungsanmeldung zuriickgehen ( .. Patent!a~i!: •. ·,. 

.-"': Nichts ermitten . 
• o··: Nidll recherchierl, da allgemrln bekannter Stand der Technik. r tn: 'y 5 followsJ 
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.. Anr.~x " 
llecherche-Vfg. 

·oEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
Verfilgung 

1.1. Antrog gemilll 28a AbL 1 PotG liegt vor und Is! wfrbam gopriift I Patontblatt vom ............... _........ ~d 
2. Redakt. St. Patentblatt: Eingang dn Rechercheentrags lm Patentblan verOffentlichen. Erti!d. . .. 1 ,.,_,-mi:n;Z.~DiiU;J ___ . 

3. Rocherchen sind durchzufUhren in/Von •) J J Zeitaufwand: Std. 

~::::~~:: ~~:~~!:::~:::.5~~E=:=Ji:~:t:~_1_!;;~~~::::::::== 
Klasse/Gr. 
klassc/Gr. 

l<lassc/Gr. -··-······ .. ··-···- ----·-----------
~11~;~--r~~E~ 

Kiosso/Gr. --···········--·- ----·-·····iPi&il;;.a;;;e;;r------ I I 

~- Aktan don vorstahondon Prulunos- bzw. Rocherchestollen zur Durchliihrung dor Rechorcha vorlegen. 
11.1. Rechercheverarbeotung: N.ach Erledigung von Zifl. 1.1.4. 

Vordr. P 2251 mit Anlagen auslertigen und mit Anschreiben (Vordr. P 2254) absenden anD+) Anm.-Vertr. und 

0 Antragst.·Vertr. +) (bei Anmeldergemainschahen insgesamt ________ Ausfertigungen) 

2. Weitere Veranlassung (Veriilfentl. d. Rech.-Minlg. usw.) siehe besondere Verlugung. 

3. Z. d. Akten Patentabteilung 01 
Recherchen-leitstelle --··--·······-·-·--·····················-·······-- (U-J 

1~'l-')nf'1 .~21b 21'"" 1.)-31 

~~~,~~~ AT 0:".~1.Ge 
r1· 1!~.~~.~7 Fr~tnkreicll P 536 (~3 

Z' .·:·.: Ei nr.,;.c.itt.J:"!g z;n· U~•I';Jr-tndluna;; Cinc·s 
;.;,lr: -.:.~•.:·~l.r=;. ill ~:ih !:·O!JIH~lbttt znr Ver
·.:~·I'':.::.L :;::-1 E\.)tel: 5J ttPrn. 

A:t:J.: 
r u1·:~ :. 

CJr~er·l~r, ~L~. ~u~·~n~, 

G, Fl:<.·n~~r,•ichi· 
J~.n~t-1..;- 1 

,~··.~.: :.-,Jrrr cl'-.t 1 l:. 1 ~ipl.-IuL• 1 

r:1 ' .. ··l .. !_ :·.!.· ... :·1 '.., ~f":"'C !Jii~r.i~·..:n 2 i 

~!·f.: D~utorh~r, Miclte~, 1bc~ Ec~lin 05 

, EiMfiOU"I def Kl. u. Gt. dureh PaL AbL 01 nKh Mt~fuftg et. Redlerct1 .. a1rtgt; 
_..,.btu~ von cNn Sten.._ die rnit dw R«:MrcM W ... lind. 

Recherchlerta Klaasen: 

21r1'! ~::-'"''""' 
~1a.'l -::;- :-'" 
?7d 7-"''"' 
~,! ~ """) r''" ..-· ·L c.:._-

Ermlttelte Druckochrilten: sleho Anlage 1 

(Belm Recherchleren hier !!!E!!!! eintragon f) 

Beriiclcslehtigt ist Prtif5toff aus: 

li[] Dea!sdolllld(IJT/Dl)fi] Oslorreich (OEJ 0 Schweit (CH) 

~ GroDiorifmien (GB) 0 fra,kre;ch (FR) ~ USA {US) 

0 !:· .. .:le:":.•_;·. :::~: 
~ Df.:n~!:1!1! ~- (I'i. ~ 
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pege 2 
Vlg.-E"""'pl"' . 

8000 MUNCHEN 2 
Zw•ibraclenstr.,_ t1 

Anlage t 

zur Remerdle-Verliigung P 2UO.-

fUr die dort genannfen Pruf .. mgs- und Recherchesfellen zur DurchfUhnmg der Recherche 

DT-?!:, 

DT-A3 

:'01 598 
101 023 

betr. Patenfanmetdung P "': ~ "'" '"'"' ... 

Lisle iiber die ermittelten Druckschrlften: 

DT-AS 
D7-An,:t 

260 

L 30 

eo71.\nr.zcldclcg 1L.cg.G?. 
.., .. -T 0 . ·'- ... """' " r:: 1,~ c·J.-/ub be, .• ,;.,;n, '" ··-1·J'~ 

DT-03 !.1lt 

D?-Gbrn 236 
CE-rr. 198 

=C!!-?.: ?5f: 

:az-rz (.1~3 

!T-?S p,; ~2 

9·5::>. 
C05 

9(!1 

Glt3 

100 

:=-T:-.-~ ... ~~at~-r~ 7·5 

c:-:-·.: 
U3-f'.3 

lJ'I-I:uch 

e-'•1 7f7 
~ 4G3 9.~1 

DT-:':citsGhrifl 

D':-::~i t.~3chrl!t 

:'06 

;r>r5f!". 2:J.03.(.7 

~~:omnsclle~, Gri~1~c~lls LQhrLucl! der r!-:~~~~ 
5.G.~~ubner, 1C.Auf1., Leipz!c und :~r::!l (~942) 
~. Ed. s. 581-5S~ 
·i.l·:-:hi,," .fFr .::::'='l-:lr::-•t·. ~hH.i~ 

51 (19f8) s. :- . 1/8-186 

l~ !:3lur~{sscnscll·· ~en 
~d. :!5 (1S'<;[l) i!. 3:. 150-15'• 

:i7-Fi r!!liln~chri ft· bi''l!1 ~J.:n taJ oc 19~!~, 

1:"~-Z.:i tscLrifl 

p 22n.t. 
10. 68 

:--!loto~l~}-:trisch~ :-~e.- ur..d !:ic!1nltgcri.ttry 
r. Bruno ~~nd~ Grut~ , Berlin, 

13 e 62• 

:'h::.· Jou1·nnl of the Jl:ouF.tical :loc:iety dr /.n:~ricOl 
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page ' 

Vlg.-Exemplor 

Anlage l 

rur Recherche-Verlugung P 2250 

8000 MUNCHEN 2 
Zweibfildu~nstr•Jt• t1 

fUr die dott genannten Priifungs~ llnd Redterdlestellen zur OunflfUhrung der Recherche 

z~ Ancpruch ., : 

:.:u AnBprueh 2: 

zu Anspruch ;;: 

:t.U An::!"ruch P;: 

4U d~n AnsprUchen 
5 ur.d (,: 

~" Ansrr~ch 7: 

..;u Anc;pruch 8: 

zu den AnP-rrUchen 
9 bis 11: 

zu Annpruch 12: 

bef1o. Petenfanmeldung P 1!: ('~ ~r~ 

Erliiuterungen zu den ermlftelfen Druckschrlften: 

DT-r::~ 

DT<'~- n 

o:::-rs 
=C'H-?~ 

DT-O.S 

_BE-FS 

FE-:?.:.ts:tlz-FS 

DT-Anm 

FR-P~ 

DT-.A!l 

ClE-!'3 

DT-Euch 

L 

~0~ ~~3 ~.7 u. 7i~.1 re~.~. 

~,3( 2·~5 

1')!! <)(.4 

3~( G~3 

414 9':'~ AnEpi,2 

(.!,3 1C'O. Anspr, r1 

75 7CG S.2 ~~.2 Z.~G 

:!O 1~6 vrr;eo be::. 6 t::: ....... ---: .:;': 

822 222 AnGpr.~ u.Fi~.~r 

260 ec7 Anmel~etag ~~.~~-~-

841 767 vererr: ~5.03.C7 

R.Tol:taschck, Grlmse-hl~ L• .. :.:.··. · r.:1 .. 
d<-r ?hysH: 
E.G,T<:ubner, 1::-.Aufl., L.,·;. i.;; :o,;);>rlin 
(1942) 2.Bd. s.~n1-582 

DT-~ ei tschri ft Dle i-!a tur~:isscnsc hti ften 
Bd.5~ (1962) H.3 S.15~-~;': ~· ~-~· 

0 

DT-AS 023 101 s·.6 z.3~-3r: 

UZ-PS 2 ~(3 921 FiL•5 u.~ 

In den Erliutenlngen l>edeuten: 

PDSU. 
2.10 

.AT": Anmeldetog elner llleren-.., Patentanmatdung, die berelts alto Drudtschrift vorliegl. 
• Veriln.·: A"sgobetag einer Drud<sdlrift lm Priorititslntervall. 
.=·: Orudl:schrifte-n, die aut dleeelbe Uraprungsenmeldung zvriickgehen ( .. Patenlfamilicn ·'). 
.-·: Nichta ermmeiL 
.o .. : Nicht recherchlert, da allgemein bekannter Stand der Tedlnik. 

--:· 
DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 

Annex 5 
page 4 Vlg.-Exempl• 

Anlage l 

rur Recherche-Verliigung P 2250 

8000 MUNCHEN 2 
Zweibrucflenstraf\e IJ 

fiir die dorl genannlen Priifungs- \.lnd Retherc:heslellen zur DurchfUhrung der Recherche 

betr. P•tenfenmeldung P ""~, r~ r""""' 

Erlauterungen zu den ermlflelten Druckschriften: 

ellcemein zum Stand der T~:~1nll~: 

p :un.e. 
2.70 

DT-Zeitschrl_rt 

DT-Firmt:nschri. !t 

Arch:i ., _r::J· El'='l: trot~chr.i;{ 
Ed.5~ (1S62~ ~-~ S.17f-~~C 

!Ir'uptk~!a1c-c ~9C-f1, 
Photocl0klr~~~!.~ !ie~

£:-:!r:ile • 
unO 3c!-.c;:t-

UZ-Zei t!lct.ri ft 

In den Ertluterungen l>edeutan: 

Dr. ~runo !..; .. nr;c -J:..d .. ·F., Etr:!.ir•, 

The Jour~n: ~~ lhe Acou~~lcel 
~ociely of truerica 
Ed.l~b (~9(7) H.~ ~.e~~-~:~ 

H~:r.:r 11,11.C1? 

::.GB 

.AT": Anmeldetag elner lltaren deutsc:llen Potentanmeldung, die berelts ala Drudtsdlrlft vortlegt. 

.. Ver6ff. •: Ausgabetag einer Oruc:ksd'lrift lm Prioritltsfntervall. · 
= ': Drud<schrillen, dle auf dleselbe Ursprungsanmeldung zurOd<gehen (.Patanftamllien"). 

.. -·: Nichts ermltte1t. 
o·· Nicht recherchiart. da allgemeln bekannter Stand ~~nlk. 
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Anlage t 

zur Redlerdle-Ver!Ugung P 2250 

Vlg.-E•entpl.,. 

8000 MUNC:HEN J 
Zwelbrildcen.....,._ 12 

fUr die dart genannten Pruf • .ngs- und Redlercheslellen zur Durchflihn.Jng der Red1erche 

betr. Palenlanmeldung P 1 3 00 00 1 

Lisle iiber die ermittelten Druckschrlften: 

D~-AS 253 470 veroff. 02.11.67 
:DL-PS 59 451 veroff. 20.12.67 

=FR-PS 447 698 veroff. 31.10.67 
FR-PS 12 345 .• 

DT-Zeitschrift 

DT-Zeitschri!t 

G!I-Zeitschrift 

U3-Zeitschri!t 

US-Zeitschrift· 

"JU1I. 
11. " 

Chemisches Zentralblatt 
Jd.i34 (1963) S.360 
(IT-PS 517 316) 

~hemisches Zentralblatt 
ild.139 (1')68) 1!.8 R. ferat 1034 

Derwent Japanese Pe ents Report 
Brl.4 (1')65) H.3 (1) S,1 
(JA-AS 818 (1965)) 

:~~cmical Abstracts 
Jrl.65 (1966) Sp.161<1eo 

~hemical Abstracts 
Jd,66 (1967) Referai 1069w 

~ 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT Annex 5 

page 6 
Vlg.-E•empler 

8000 MUNC:HEN J 
z.,eibrUckens.tratta t" ... 

Anlage 2 

zur Red>erct.e.Verliigung P 2150 

liir die dorl genannlen Priilungs- Lnd Red>erd>eslellen zur Durd>liihrung der Red>en:he 

L:u Anspruch 1: 

z.u Anspruch 2: 

zu Ans!' ruch -.: 

zu den Ansprlichen 
'' bis 6: 

zu J\:Jzpruch 7: 

~u An~rruch :3": 

zu Anspruch 9: · 

zu den /.espr\lchen 
"!·::' :.::.~ 12: 

betr. Palenlanmeldung p 13 00 t:'" 1 

ErUiuterungen. zu den ermittelten Druckschrlften: 

DT-AS 1 253 ~70 ver5•r. 02.11.G7 Fic.3 u.Anspr. 

=DL-?S 59 4~1 verB!•, 20.1~.C? 

=FR-P3 1 '•47 698 vera~r. 31.10.C7 

FR-P~ 12 345 H Flg.6 Po~.k 

DT-AS ~ 253 ~70 ver5rr. 0~.11.E7 Anspr.7 

0 

D~-Z ei tschri rt . 
DT-Z ei tschri ft 

US-Z ei tschri rt 

Chemisches 2entralblatt 
Bd.•34 (196~) S,360 
{IT-PS 517 :;16) 

ChemischeP :~ntrgl~:att 
Sd.~39 (19~2) il.8 Rerc~~t 103k 
(J.med.Chem. 1C (~967) 2, 15~-1,!) 

Chc~icnl Abstracts 
Bd.G~ :1966) :r.1(1Ce 
(Am. Min~ral~eiet 51 (~-2), 2~f-~~ 
(1966)) 

GB-Zeitochrift Derwent Jnpan~se P~tent& Report 
Dd.~ (1965) 5.3 (1) S,1 
(J~-A! f18 (19(5)~ 

tn den Ertlulenmgen bedeuten: 

P nn.L 
2.70 

.AT": Anmeldelag elner llle"'n deulsd!en Plllonlanmeldung. die bere ... ala Orud<amrtllwrllegt. 
• VerOtt.•: Ausgabstag eir '""rudc:schrlft lm Prlorltlts1n1ervalt. 

= ·: Druckschrillen, ul dleselbe Ursprungsanmeldung zuriickgehen (.Patenllamlllen"). 
.-·: Nld'lts ormittell ' 

0 .. : Nichl redlerchlert. da allgemeln bekannter Stand derTechnlk. 
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vr11.-e._.,r .. 

Anlage J 

Jur Redletche-V.rlilgung P .nso 

8000 MUNCHEN I 
Zweltwodtenstroltte · Q · 

lllr die doll genannlen Priifungs- ~nd Remermeslellen 1ur Durchluhrung der R~cho•cho 

betr. Patenfanmaldung P "'~ C" Gr': 1 

Erliiuterungen zu den errnlttelten Druckschrlften: 

all~~m~in·zuc 3tnnd der Tec!J~i~:: 

.DIU. 
2.70 

UG-Zeilschrift Chemic~l Atslr~r.ts 

In den Erllutenrngen bedeuiMt: 

Bd.€G (~9~7) Re!trat 10GJv 
(J.~lin.Inv~at. ~5 (11), ~~ 1 9-~1 
{1';66) (Eng.)) 

Dr. Schmidt 13.~~. -~. 

.AT": Anmeldelog einet"lll..-on deutsclrMI Palenlanrnelclung, dlo berelll ola Druckschrilt vorllegl 

.Vor611.": Ausgabolag einer Drucksc:llrilllm PrloriiAislnlervoll. 
• =- ·: Druckschriften, die aur dleeelbe Ursprungsanmeldung zunlc:kgehen (.Patentfamillen"), 
.-·: Nichls ermlllelt. · 
o·: Nicht redlerchlerl, da allgemefn bekan11ter Stand der Ted'lnlk. 

l Annn (. followsJ 

Annex -.6.· 
...__pier ... Drucbcllri,_·Mlttellu.,. • .• 

'i)EUTSCHES PATENTAMT 1000 MONCHENI.den <:<;, Iinvestb"r 196S 
z--•u 

Mlttellung 

Oiler deo Ergobftlo olner Druckochrlftonormlttlung gemll I Zla d• 1'-nt--• 
(Zutrett.ndel Id angebtuZtl) 

AMI Orund dn vom [~l Anmelder· 0 Antragateller ---------------------....._ 

_.a J 28o Abo. 1 dn Potentgosatzes gntelllon Antrogs vom ___ _l!l-..J.a~l!?i'f. 
lind zur unton llnko bezoichnaton Palanlanmoldung dio 0 unton rochta oufgofuhnon EJ aul dor beigefiiglen u.t. 

CAnlage 1 ) angegabenen olltndichen Druckschrillen ermittelt warden. 

lofom zu den Ermittlungen niharo Einzelhtilan onzugaben weron, gthon dieM IUI dom belgofiigtwl Elliutarungsblatt 

(Anlege 2) hervor. 

18oo001',. 

1800001 
Pr 10,01,67 

A21b . 21alt 1,_31 

.A'f 02.01,68 
Frankreioh P 536 623 

aes.a Einricht~ns zur Umwandluns einee -
•crmalbettee in ein Doppeibet~ zur·Ver-
vendung la Hotelzimmern, · 

Ana,: Corbueier, geb. Durand, Ansele, 
Paris 6, Frankreioh1 

Ytr.l Lamprecht, lt,, Dipl,-Ing. 1 

Patentanwalt, 8000 MUnohen 21 

Erf.: Deutecher, Michel, 1000 Berlin 05 

Ermlttolt wurde In folgondon 
Potontldeooon: 
21Ait 1'5-00 
21ar. 15-31 
37d 7-C3 
ei.'Jiktoru~Mct.rtfton:~ aleho Anlage 1· 

In Belrocht gezogen lsl Priilotoll lolg. ......,,, 

Uil Dotbdl!IOII (OT /DU Uil Oolomlcll (00 [ll kllloll tat 
Uil Onlllriluoln (Cl} 1iJ Frulrelcll (FR) IJiiiiSA 1111 

[ll Bel&lcr. (I::;::) 
G3 Iilin<ct:,.rk (~K) 
0 

, DMvon ct.n ~ L.lncllm ~ p~ u. dgi.Jind,ICI'Mitl• 1tn o.ue.ct.n P.tent:emt knw..mtit:.h•n YDllslindia,vcwhanCS......, 
W cllr ~ldung ~ WC!fdlft. BM o.wlhr fir~ ... &mialung wird nk:ht oel•il1• (l 21• Aba. 7 PMG). 

.. 2251.0. 
8. 70 

Klasse/Gruppe 213~ 1<"-:'0 
Klasse/Gruppe -!1·1 • 7-0~ 
Klasse/Gruppe --------
Kiasse/Gruppe --------
Kiasse/Gruppo --------

Kiasse/Gruppe ---------

gez.~;~yer 11,11.1>8 

~~.::..:..U..:.-1=7·=·11 (."1~ 
Ausgeflltigt:' 

-ii;Qierungsangesttiha(r} 

"CC 
() 

8 
......... 
8 
() 

'0 :x:- 0 
Ill ~ ......... 
lQ~tll 
CDCDtll 

~-........ 
N H 
1-'HH 

H 
......... 
1-' 
N 
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Anlage1 

FOr den Anmelder/Antr.ga!dw·, 

1000 MONCHEN 2 
ZwolbrDcbnatr.ee 11 

zur MIHallung llber die annlttellen Drvckadulllan gamllll 21a daa Palanlgeselzn 

balr. Palentanmeldung p 11 ro ~;- ~ 

D'i'-!-=n 

DT-AS 

DT-ll.S 

=DL-!'Z 

=F'-'-I'S 

DT-A': 

DT-Ar.m 

.iJT-JS 

DT-Gt''' 

OE-P::: 

c:~s-r.s 

:E-FS 

FP.-FS 

Ff:-PS 

L 

201 598 

0::'3 101 

Lisle Dber die ermlllelten Druckschrlflen 

253 ~70 verUff. 0?.11.G7 

:i9 !f~1 

'!47 6gg 

260 '3C7 

30 12(; 

'!1 1: 955 
~36 305 

1':'8 964 

3~6 61~; 

6'\3 1(10 

verorr. 20.12.67 

veroff. 31.10,67 

Anm~~de~as 14,09,62 

VII/8b l::ek.ge:n.12,0EI.51! 

12 ~4;. H 

fl22 222 

I"i:-:us:.:·.tz-PS 75 706 

G:.-:r: Clt1 767 vertiff. 25,03.67 

'JS-PC 2 1!63 921 

D:r-3,~h i1.Tomasche1< 1 G!'imsehlEI Lehrbuch dcr Fhyaik 
D ,G .:euloncr1 10.Aufl., Leipzig und Berlin C 1')1;::~ 
·:. nd. s. 5~1-~82 

DT-::.ei tschri ft Arc hi v !'Ur Elel~h·ntecq·.ik 
Bd, 51 (1963) P., 5 S, t.78-186 

DT-ZL"i t~ci:rirt D1.e Hat.ur-.Jicscnncheft.r:~ t 

ea. 55 (,g68) n. 3 s. 50-154 

D'7-~eitschrift C!l~lidcches ZentrP.lbln.t ~ 
ad~ 134 (1)63) S, 360 :IT-PS 517 316) 

DT-Zei tsc!-.ri ft Che;nischo?s Z cntrnlbla ll 
Ed. 133 {1g..:,s; H. 8 r.- "E-rr.t 103~ 

DT-::>irr.~en~chrif\. ,,,:;>tkataloc 1JG'f, 

GE-Z~itschrif!. 

, tBt.t. ... 

hotcel~ktrische He!- •nd Schaltger~te 
r. Brune- Lat:c.c G!.ll~!I, 1 erlin 1 .3. C~ 

Der,..ent .Japar.e3e Pater~cs Report 
Ed, ~ (1965) n. 3 (1) ~. 1 (JA-A5 e18 (1')6~:) 

~ 
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page 3 

Anlage1 

1000 MONCHEN 2 -· 
zur MIHaHung llber die anniHeHan Drucbchrlftan gemlll28a ciN Palenlgeaetz• 

belr. Patanlanmeldung P 1r. 0"1 ~"1 

Lisle Dber die ermltlelten Druckschrlflen 

US-Zeitschrift The Journal of the Aco~utical Society of Atnerica 
Bd, 44 (1967) H. 4 S, i82-885 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts 
Bd, 65 (~966) Sp. 1610 

US-Zcitschrift Ch.mical Abstracts 

p 2251.1. . ... 

·Bd. 66 (1967) Refcrat 1069w 
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'Or den Anmelder/AntragSten~· 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
A~:nex 6 

page lj 8000 MUNCHEN 2 
ZwelbrOdlan•tr•Be 11 

Anlage2· 

zur Mlllellung Dber die ermlttelten Drudcschrltten gemiB 1 2811 de• Palenlgesetzee 

betr. Petenlenmeldung P 1 l' C'C' 001 

Erliluterungen zu den ermitlelten Druckschrlften: 

Zu Ar.srr•tc!l 1: D!'-PS 2~1 59r ~.7 u. Fic.1 rns.m 

LT-AS 

=DL-PS 

=FP.-PS 

DT-Gbm 

Ct:-F3 

:CH-PS 

zu Ar.spruc!J. 2: DT-OS 

Bt-FS 

FR-PS 
' FP.-Zusotz-PS 

zu Anspruc-h 3: DT-A.S 

DT-Anm 

FR-PS 

:.:.u ) .. ncpruc!l 4: DT-!LS 

CB-PS 

n:-3uch 

1 253 470 v~rHff. 02.11.67 ~ic.? 11. hnspr. 

59 451 verSf!. 20.12.~7 

1 ljlj7 698 verHff. 31.10.67 

1 !l3C 805 

1')8 96" 
35€ 013 

1 lj11j 955 Anspr.2 

6l13 100 Anspr.lj 

12 3h5 K Fig.G Pos.k 

75 ?06 S.2 Sp.2 Z.56 

253 lj70 vP.r~ff. 02.11.67 An~rr.7 

L 30 ,26 VII/8b bek.gem. 12.0r.~· 

822 222 Anspr.5 u. FiL.1C 

2(0 e07 tnneldelag 14.09.62 

8•1 767 9er~•~. 25.03,(7 

R.Tompschek, Grimsehls Lf"!lrlwc:~· r'"er !'·hysi~ 

B.G.Teubner, 10.Aurl., Lelp~!L •• E~rlir. 
(1942) 2.B~. S. 581-582 

CT-Z• i fschri!"t Di.e ll"turwissem;c!laften 

zu den AnsprUchen 
~ und (.: 

zu Anr;rruc':l 7: 0 

In den Ertlutorungen bedeuten: 

Ed.55 (1958) B.3 ~-~~0-15~ c. 
~· 

.AT": Anmeldetag elner llteren deutsd1en Patentanmeldung, die berelts ala Druckschrift vorliegl. 
• VerOrf.•: Ausgabetag einer Oruckschrift im Priorititsintervall. 
="": Druckschrlften, d1e auf dieseibe Ursprungsanrneldung zuriickgehen ( .. Patentfamilien··). 

, l'l'D.t. • -•: Nlct1ts ermittelt. 
• .• "/l 0": Nicht recherchiert. da sllgemein bekannler Stand der Tec:hnik. 

Annex 6 
. DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT page 5 

Doppel fOr Anmelderi.Antntp1ea., 

8000 MONCHEN 2 
I z .. lbrDd!:enatr.a. lt 

Anlage2 

zur Mlllellung Dber die ermlltelton Drudcschrltten gomiiB t 2B a dea Petentgeoetze• 

belr. Patentenmeldung P 13 0~' ~~ 1 

Erliluterungen zu den ermlttelten Druckschriften: 

::u Ans:rruch 8: DT-Zr-i tsc!-:ri ~t Chemi r.c!u~s Zr·!l rnl:.ln '· ~ 
Brl.13~ (19(3) .3(~ 
(IT-r.:; 517 3 1 1". 

zu Anspruch 9: 

DT-Zei tschri rl Ch.,misches :>r.t.rRlblRlt 
Bd.139 (1~'-e) H.8 Pe~ernt 1034 
(J.m-,d.Chem. 1C (1g(.() 2, 1:;•-15!!) 

US-Zcitschrift Chemical Abstr~cts 
Pd.65 (1g~F) sr.~610c 
(Ao. ~ineralocist 51 (1-2), 2~f-2C 
(1966)) 

DT-AS 023 101 3,6 Z.3~-3( 

GB-Zeitschrift D~rwent Jsp~nese Patents P.eport 
Bd.lj (19f5) H.3 (1) S.1 
(JA-AS 818 (1965)) 

zu den AnsprUchen 
10 und 11: DT-AS 023 101 S.6 Z.30-3G 

zu AnS):>ruch 12: US-PS 2 lj£3 921 FiG.5 u.7 

nllgemein zum Stnnd der Technik: 

PDA.2. 
~-11 

DT-Zf'i t.schri. ft Archiv fi!r Elel<trcitechnik 
Bd.51 (19~8) H.5. S.178-18( 

DT-Firrnenschrift DouptkalAlog 19~•. 
Photoelektrische HtP_ und fchalt-

US-Zeitschrift 

US-Z ei tschri f~ 

cerate, 
Dr. Bruno Lenee G~bll, Berlin, 3.~8 

The Journnl o• lhe AcousticRl 
~ociety o~ AmericA 
Ed.41j (19€7) u.4 r.£82-885 

Chemical Abstrncts 
Bd.Gf (19(7) Re!erat 10(9w 
(J.Clin.Invest. h5 (11), 1719-31 
(19(6) (Engl,)) 

In den Ertlutorungen b-uten: 
.AT": 
.Ver611.": 
..=·: 
..-·: 

Anmeldeteg einer llteren deutsd'len Patentanmeldung, die berelta els Orudlschrjft vorliegL 
Ausgabelag elner Drucksduift lm Prlorilatsintervall. 
Druckschrlllen, die auf dieselbe Ursprungsanmeldung zurOckgehen ( .. Patenttamilien"') • 
Nichts ermittefl 

o·: Nicht recherchier1, da allgemein bekannler Stand der Teehnik. 

L Annex 7 followsJ 
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Annex 7 Recherche-Vfg. 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
VerfOgung ., 

I. t. Antreg gemiB S 281 Abs. 1 PatG liegt vor und iat wirk~am gaprUft. I Patentblatt vcm ....................... ___ . ..!~ .. 1: 
2. Rodakt. St. Potontblott: Eingang dea Recharchoantrags lm Palentblatt ver6flentlichen. Erled. 

3. Rer;:herchen sind durchzufUhren in/vo:n •) 

klasse /Gr. .~:.2.:... ... -.1= . .1 ( _______ ;.::;.: .•• .U!:----··----·--··-·--
Klassc/Gr. 
Klasse/Gr. 
Klasse/Gr. 

.!: . ."i.:. ......... :;.-~:~------~.,_.-:,l,-., ... _________________ _ 

klasse/Gr. ---····-·-··-·- --------------

klasse/Gr. ··········--····-- -·········-···-·····cPiiiitiiiim.iiir--·-··--

----=-·-------~ .. -~~=--=:~~-

4. Aklen den vorslehendon Priifungs- bzw. Rocherchestollen zur Durchfiihrung der Recherche vorlegon. 
11.1. Aechercheverarbeitung: Nach Erledigung von Ziff. 1.1.4. 

Vordr. P 2251 mit Anlagen ausfonigen und mit Anschreiben (Vordr. P 2254) absend~n an 0 +) Anm.-Venr. und 

0 Antragst.-Vortr. +) (bel Anmeldorgemeinschaften insgesamt __ .Ausfenigungen) 

2. we,tore Veranlassung (Veroffontl. d. Rech.-Mittlg. usw.) siehe besondere Verliigung. 

3. Z. d. Aklen Patentabteilung 01 

..... 

Aecherchen-Leitstelle -·----····-····--········-· .. ·-····-····· cu.-tftl . 

~{'7':'~!·3 FiGh1-1(; 1t7!l 1-1( 

~~77?~? 
~r ~~.~G.r; 

AT 3"1.0~.';'0 
!"rtin1.~eich 30791-(·~ 

LP~ • : Dl·~~~,-;o;,tcor:.t·.:u:tt.lJ er 

,•,:J.r•.: :>u~··':lf!l•·l 1 FierL~I: 1 l~{on (Frunltre.!c!l) 

Vlr.: !~~l-~:n1cin 1 An~r~na, Dipl.-Int., 
'!":.~-:-r.~·:tl!'-·:ult 1 ~C~'"" HUnchen 2; 

EJ"i",: P·~ L i. ~ 1 :;lc!,!.el 1 H<,rneillc (Friml<reich) 

•) EillllriOUftl dtf Kl. u. Gr. diJn:tt PJil Abt. 01 nlleh Wid.umbitJprithutO del ftiCherc:htantrJQI; 
weiWe Eintrag@IWI ...,.. M Stal .. rt. 1:h 1Nl der RKMrct\e blftlllind. 

Recherchlerte Klassen: 

1•7h 1-if, .,.r_,.f1 

r;;:k 7-~;:. 

Ermlttelto Druckschrlften: siehe Anlage 1 

(Balm Recherchieren hier ~ eintragen !) 

Beriicbiehtigt ist rrufstoff aus: 
li Demdllud (OT /DI.) [J Os!orr•itll (00 Gl Sclnnil (Qi) 

(j G:.&tlribllnian (GB) 0 frankreich (FR) Uj USA (US) 

Q Eelgi •·n 
G1 Danemc.rk : ~:: ~ 
0 

.. 
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Anlage t 

zur Rechardut..Verfiig~ng P 2250 

Vfv.-E•om,_. 

8000 MUHCHIN I 
Zweibrik:ll~tJ· 

fUr die dort genannlen PrUfungs-. und Recherdleslellen zur DurchfUhrung der Redterche 

DT-PS 

DT-!'S 

DT-!'5 

CII-!'S 

U!J-:'S 

U~-r'!; 

rrc-r~ · 

P JULO. 
10. 68 

1r32 904 

';'24 656 

376 496 
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... 339 426 

betr. Patenfanmeldung P ;"'(' 77 ~ 11 ? 
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Vlg.-Exemplar . ·' 

Anlage :a 

rur Re<he•che-Ve•liigung P llSO 

8000 MUNCHEN 2 
Zweibriichnslr•frl• 11 

fUr die dort genannlen Priif'Ltngs- ~nd Red1erdteslellen zur DurddUhrung der Recherd1e 

betr. Patentanmeldung P ; ~ ':'7 i! '' ~ 

Erlliuterungen zu den ermiHelten Druckschrlften: 

Zu Aunpruch 1: DT-rr ''32 ~G4 Pos. s,~,t,~,h,c 
cn-r.:; 28~ Dgo Pos. 2,~,1C,19,20 

TJS-P.~ ;! ~6? 278 Por,. 10,211,:'2,«,1;5 

UC-PS 2 57e 53·3 Pos, 30,'1r,~r, 

t!S-I'S 3 339 42('; Pcos. 1,5,13 

:...u AnP!pruch 2: D'I-P!'l 1(~2 9~11 Pos, f,d,p,h 

CU-r~ 285 890 Pos, 21,13,~9,20 

US-PS 2 ~(2 278 Fig.5, Fos. G 1 ,s~,27, 7 [,~ 

'Js-rs 3 339 426 Fos. 5,7,13 

zu dt~ll An::;:rr~ichen 

3 bis ~: 

:..n Ansr1~uch. G: cu-rs 235 390 ros. 20 
r.c-rs 2 S62 27g Pos. ''.5 
US-PS 3 3.39 426 Pos, 13,j 

allgemein ~um Stand der Technik: 

":WJ.I. 
2.70 

DT-PS 

D7-PS 

In den Erllulerungen bedovlen: 

724 6,56 

876 ''96 

K~ihn£ 5.~ .71 

.AT·: Anmeldetag efner ltteren deutschen Patenlanmeldung, die berelts ala Oruckschrift vorliegt . 
• Ver6ff.": Ausgab'3tag einer Drucksd'lrirt lm Prforltltslntervall. 
= "': Druckschrirten, die auf dieselbe Ureprungsanmeldung zurOdcgehen ( .. Patentfamil;cnM). 

.. -": Nidlts ermlttelt. 
0"': Nichl recherchiert. da allgemeln bekannter Stand der Technik. 
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DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
Alltenaampl., der Drucbchrllten-Mlttelluno 

8000 .MONCHEN Z. den -l:._:;:.:~:Z-l.22.1. 
Z..-btCteltllftltr.S.12 

Mlttellung 

Obar daa Ergabnla alner DruckiiChrlft-mlttlung geml& I Zla d• Patentgosetzeo 
(lwaffenda bt angekr11uztl) 

Aul Grund dea vom Q Anmelder • 0 Antragsteller -------

-----------·--··. -------

,;> 

gemaB § 28 a Abs. 1 des Patontgaserzes gestolllon Antrags vom ·---ZS!.o.-II!:.:.J:.mll.e.J.:...t~7E'._ .......... - .. ---_::_?, 
1ind zur unten llnka bazeichneten Petentanmaldung die ~ unten r_echta aufgefUhrten 0 auf der beigefUgten Ut.te . 

(Anl1ge 1) angegebenen Offentlichen Oruckschriften erminelt warden. , . ·' f 

Solern zu den Erminlungen nlhere Einzelholten anzugeben woren. gahon diose oua dem belgelilgton Erlauterungsblall 
(Anlage 2) horvor. 

20778 .. ,_ 

20778ft3 
Pr 02,06,69 

!'16h1-16 ft7h 1~16 

-AT 31.05,70 
· · Fraukreioh 30791-69 

Bez,a Drehmomentwandler 

Ermlttalt wurde In folgandan 
Patantldauon: 

~7h 1-16, ?~-10 
42!: 7-05 

~ 

Anm,: Duh;...el, Pierr&, -L)"o_n·.~F_r~~-~oh) 

· ... : 
Ermlt!oiU Druckschrlften: 0 lioho Anlego 1 

Vtr,a Market ab, Andreaa·,. Dipl~-Ins. ~
Patentanvalt, 8000 MUnohen 21· 

Ert.l Petit, Daniel~ Mareeille (Fr~r~loh), 

. . •. 

·' 

DT-PS ':?.:- :;eft. 
DT-FS 7:-' 1: f'.5( 
DT-fS 2';'~ 1;?£ 
CH-PS 2~~ C-S1f) 
US-PS 2 :-r: 272. 
US-I'S ""I c;,.....("\ f":'1'"7 

L .'I-... , ""'· 

US-PS · 3 3;•) !l2( 

In Betrocht gezogcn ist Prufstoff lolg. l.Jnder:") 

IX! Doabclllllld (DT /Dl) fJ Ostorrtith (00 IX! Scllwtil (QI) 

lXI Grollbriuniu (GB) 0 fra~~krtitll {fR) 1i1 USA (IS! 

63 :.~1&:£.! .. (~ .. =~ 
liil Dicr•c:ar,_ 
0 

., Die von IMftlftgebeuztM llndetft ~ '-Mradlrifreft IL cfVI.IInd. NINth ale lm O.U~ Pa1en1111m1 •m wesentlir.I'F'Il v .t ~landriJ vorhand•n 1ind. 
bill cW Drucbchrihen•mitttung ~ wordlft.. Sne G.wltw fUr Vollltlndigbll dw &miaJuna Wild nicht geleist.et {§ 2d ~~·I.~. 1 PaiG). 

Ktasse/Gruppe ""'h 'f"'k 
Klasso/Gruppe --------
Kiasse/Gruppe 
Ktassa/Gruppe ------------

J:.!lL K'ihne (:~;rlir.l 
'3.3.71 

------------

Ausgefertigt: 

0 ' . 
.. 2251.0. 
B. 70 

Klasse/Gruppe . 
Klasse/Gruppe 

A~Q;~r~-~9-s~~g;~t~-~i'te(r)-
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z .. rbrGc:Uatr ... • 

Anlage2 

zur MIHelluno Bbar die ermiHellen Druckscl)rlften oemllll 21a daa Palenlgaoetz .. 

balr. Patentanmeldung P :'1 77 :? '• ~ 

ErUiuterungen zu den ermlttelten Druckschriften: 

Zu 1\nspruch 1: 

zu Ane:pruch 2: 

zu dPn AnsprUc~en 
3 bis 5: 

zu t.r:r.pruch (: 

DT-PS 

CH-r~ 

U!J-PS 

US-PS 

US-PS 

t:I'-PS 

CH-PS 

US-PS 

OS-PS 

CE-P.S 

US-FS 

US-!3 

4~2 90~ Pos, s,u,t,d,h,g 

?85 r~o ~os. 2,5,1B,19,?0 
2 562 278 Pos. 10,24,2~ ,r:,'•5 
2 57!3 533 ?os. 30,40,!,1, 

3 339 ~26 Fos. 1,5,13 

~32 9011 Po~;. f,d,p,li 

2e5 890 Po~;. 21,18,19,20 

2 5(~ ?78 Fig.5, Fos. s 1 ,s2 ,27,3C,~ 
3 339 •2G Foe. 5,7,13 

235 G90 Pos. ?.0 

2 5(2 278 Pos. 45 
3 339 1;26 ros. 13,j 

Pllgeoein zum Stvnd der Technik: 

p 22D.t • 
~. ·,· 1 

DT-PS 

D~-PS 

In den Ertluterungen bedeuten: 

72~ 656 
87G "9G 

.,.AT"': Anmeldetag etner ilteren deutschen Patentanmeldung, die berelts als Drvc:kadlriH vortiegl 
• VerOff. •: · Ausgabetag einer Orucksduift lm Prtoritatslntervall. 
=": Druckschriflen. die aur dieselbe Ursprungsanmeldung zuriidtgehen ( .. Patentfamifien"). 
-": Nichts ermittelt. 

0": Nichl recherchlert, da allgemein bekannter Stand der Technik. 
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Annex 9 

Indication o~ Bibliographical Data 
o~ the Publications searched 

j. Patent Literature 

a) Patent literature searched and available in the origi
nal are cited according to the ICIREPAT country code in
dicating type and number o~ the publication. e.g. Ger
man examined application Nr.12 3( 567 = DT-AS 12 34 567, 
the sequence of the countries corresponding to the clas-

. sified search file. I~ other countries are concerned, 
they are listed in the order of the German alphabet. 

The publications searched and the types of publications 
are to be cited within the countries in the following 
order and with rising numbers (without "Nr." and clas
ses, also in respect to German patent literature): 

Patentschrift 
Patent PS 

Zusatz-Patentschrift = Zusatz-PS 
(Patent of addition) 

Auslegeschrift = AS 
(examined applicatic:>n) 

Patentanmeldung = Anm 
(Patent application) 
(with the number and publioation 
date, e.g. DT-Anm L 30 126 VII/8b 
bek.gem.13.08.54)) 

Offenlegungeechrift = OS 
(unexamined application) 

Gebrauchemueter 
(Utility certificate) 

Gbm 

Annex 9 - page 2 

b) Reports on patent literature taken ~rom abstracts jour
nals such as "Chemisches Zentralblatt", "Derwent Japa
nese Patents Report" etc. are to be cited as ~ollows: 

ICIREPAT country code followed by the word "Zeitschri~t", 
full title of the abstracts journal; volume (abbreyiated 
Bd.);· (in round brackets): year of issue, serial number 
(abbreviated H.). 

In case of Derwent Reports the chapter from which the 
report is taken shall additionally be cited in round 
brackets. 
Number of page (S) or column (Sp), respectively, or 
report number (Referat ••• ), for reports from "Chemi
sches Zen.tralblatt" as of 1964 and from Chemical Ab
stracts as of 1967. 

On form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) as well as on form
sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) the country code and ·the nuaber 
of the respective patent specification in round brackets. 
In cases of a later published report where the issue 
date of the original is still coming within the prio
rity period, the date of publication is also indicated 
in the brackets; e.g. 

Dt-Zeitschrift Chemisohes Zentralblatt 
Bd.134 (1963) 5.360 (IT-PS 517 316) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemisches Zentralblatt 
Bd.135 (1964) H.5 Referat 2341 
(JA-AS 859 (1961)) . 

GB-Zeitschrift Derwent Japanese Patents Report 
Bd.4 (1965) H.3 (1) S.1 (JA-AS 818 (1965)) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemiachee Zentralblatt 
Bd.140 (1969) H.15 Referat 1971 
(CS-PS 121 629 veroff.15.01.67). 
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2. Ion-Patent-Literature 

a) The following indications are required for books: 

Country code and the word "Buch", abbreviated first 
name and full name of the author, title and publishers, 
edition, if any, place and year of issue (in brackets) 
part or volume and page, 
e. g. 

on form-sheet P 2252·.0 (Annex 3) 

DT-Buch T.Todt, Xorrosion und Xorrosionsschutz 
Walter de Gruyter & Co, 2.Auflage 
Berlin (1961) 8.293-296 

on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

additional references may be given as for example 
~ ~ particular catch-word: 

DT~Buch T.Todt, Korrosion und Xorrosionsschutz 
Walter de Gruyter & Co, 2.Auflage 
Berlin (1961) 8.293-296 
8auerstoff-Oxidschicht 8.295 

b) Periodicals are in principle cited in the same 
aanner as abstracts journals (see 1,b), 
e.g. 
on form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) 

DT-Zeitschri!t Ziegelindustrie Bd.11 (1958) 
8.275-279 

on form sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

additional references may be given as !or example 
the title of the report concerned, a catch-word etc.: 

Annex 9 - page 4 

DT-Zeitschrift Ziegelindustrie Bd.11 (1958) 
8.275-279 
"Moglichkeiten der Erweiterung des Anwendungsbe
reiches von Ziegeldecken" 
Fig.17 8.277 Z,S-12 

c) Non-patent-literature taken from abstracts journale 
cited as follows: 

on form-sheet P 2252,0 (Annex 3) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemisches Zentralblatt Bd.139 
(1968) H.8 Referat 1034 

on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemisches Zentralblatt Bd.139 
(1968) H.S Referat 1034 (J.med,Chem.10 (1967) 2, 154-158) 

Flash-reports from Chemisches Zentralblatt are cited in 
the same manner as the other reports from Chemischee 
Zentralblatt without any additional remark as already 
the serial number indicates whether a report or a flash
report is concerned, 
e.g. 
on form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemisches Zentralblatt 
Bd,140 (1969) H.53 Referat 0001 

on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

DT-Zeitschrift Chemisches Zentralblatt 
Bd.140 (1969) H.53 Referat 0001 
(J.Organometallic Chem.{Lausanne) 13 (1968) 2, 
505-11) . 

Reports from the Chemical Abstracts until 1966, in
clusive, shall be cited as follows: 
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on form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) 

U5-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts 
Bd.65 (1966) Sp.1610e 

on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts 
Bd.65 (1966) Sp.1610e 
(Am.Mineralogist 51 (1-2), 216-20 (1966)(Eng.)) 

aa from 1967: 

on form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts 
Bd.66 (1967) Referat 1069w 

on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts 
Bd.66 (1967) Referat 1069w 
(J.Clin.Invest.45(11), 1719-31 (1966)(Eng.)). 

In cases of a later published report where the origi
nal is prior published or published within the prio»i
ty period, the source of the original which contains 
the date of publication, shall be cited not only on 
form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) but also on form-sheet 
P 2252.0 (Annex 3). 

In these special cases it shall be cited as follows: 

on form-sheet P 2252.0 (Annex 3) 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts Bd.70 
(1969) Referat 10034Y (Biol.Med.(Paris) 1968, 
57(3), 297-301 (Fr)) 

.. 
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also on form-sheet P 2253.0 (Annex 4) 

US-Zeitschrift Chemical Abstracts Bd.70 
(1969) Referat 100,4y (Biol.Med.(Paris) 1968, 
57(3), 247-301 (Fr)). 

In cases of doubt the publication is cited in the in
terest of the search applicant even though the mere 
indication of the publication year does not sufficient
ly identify the date of publication. Said indications 
shall be as concise as possible. Any additions and 
abbreviations not appearing in the title of the re
view shall be avoided. 

LXnnex 10 follow~? 
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Annex 10 

REGULATIONS UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY 

Rule 8 

The Abstract 

8.1. Contents and Form of the Abstract 

a) The abstract shall consist of the following: 

i) a summary of the disclosure as contained in the 
description, the claims , and any drawings; the 
summary shall indicate the technical field to which 
the invention pertains and shall be drafted in a 
way which allows the clear understanding of the tech
nical problem, the gist of the solution of that 
problem through the invention, and the principal use 
or uses of the invention; 

11) where applicable, the chemical formula which, among 
all the formulae contained in the international appli
cation, Qest characterizes the invention. 

b) The abstract shall be as concise as the disclosure permits 
(preferably 50 to 150 words if it is in English or when 
translated into English). 

c) The abstract shall not contain statements on the alleged 
merits or value of the claimed invention or on its spe
culative application. 

d) Each main technical feature mentioned in the abstract 
and illustrated by a drawing in the international appli
cation shall be followed by a reference sign, placed 
between parentheses. 

~ 
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8.2. Failure to Suggest a Figure to be Published with the Abst;aot 

If the applicant fails to ~ake the indication referred to 
in Rule 3.3 (a)(iii), or if the International Searching 
Authority finds that a figure or figures other than that 
figure or those figures suggested by the applicant would 
among all the figures of all the drawings, better charac
terize the invention, it shall indicate the figure or 
figures which it so considers. Publications by the Inter
national Bureau shall then use the figure or figures eo 
indicated by the International Searching Authority. Other
wise, the figure or figures suggested by the applicant shall 
be used in the said publications. 

8.3. Guiding Principles in Drafting 

The abstract shall be eo drafted that it can efficiently 
serve as a scanning tool for purposes of searching in the 
particular art, especially by assisting the scientist, 
engineer or researcher in formulating an opinion on whether 
there is a need for consulting the international application 
itself. 

38.1. Lack of Abstract 

Rule 38 

Missing Abstract 

If the international application does not contain an ab
stract and the receiving Office has notified the Interna
tional Searching Authority that it has invited the appli
cant to correct such defect, the International Searching 
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Au~hority shall proceed with the international search un
less and until it receives notification that the said 
application la considered withdrawn. 

,.,2. Establishment of Abstract 

44.1. 

a) If the international application does. not contain an 
abstract and the International Searching Authority has 
not received a notification from the receiving Office 
to the effect that the applicant has been invited to 
furnish an abstract, or if the said Authority finds that 
the abstract does not comply with Rule 8, it shall it
self establish an abstract (in the language in which the 
·international application is published). In the latter 
case, it shall invite the applicant to comment on the 
abstract established by it within 1 month from the date 
of the invitation, 

b) The definitive contents of the abstract shall be deter
mined by the International Searching Authority. 

Rule 44 

Transmittal of the International 
Search Report, Etc. 

44.2. Title or Abstract 

a) Subject to paragraph (b) and (c), the international 
search report shall either state that the International 
Searching Authority approves the title and the abstract 
as submitted by the applicant or be accompanied by the 
text of the title and/or abstract as established by the 
International Searching Authority under Rule 37 and 38. 

.Annex 10 

page 4 

b) If, at the time the international search la completed, 
the time limit allowed for the applicant to comment on 
any suggestion of the International Searching Authority 
in respect of the abstract has·not expired, the inter
national search report shall indicate that it is in
complete as far as the abstract is concerned. 

c) As soon as the time limit referred to in paragraph (b) 

has expired, the International Searching Authority shall 
notify the abstract approved or established by it to the 
International Bureau and to the applicant. 

44.3. --

[!nd of Annex and of dooumen!,7 
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WIPO 

IC/TC.I/20(70) 
September 7, 1970 

WORLD l~TELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGA~IZA TION 
UNITED I:>;TERI\:ATIO:":AI. Dl:RI'AIJX FOR THE PROTECTIOO\: OF INTF.I.LF.CTI"Al. PROPERn" 

GENEVA BIRPI 
PARIS UNION COMMITTEE FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AMONG PATENT OFFICES 
(JCIRBPAT) 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE I 

RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, DESIGN AND TESTING 

Fourth Session, Geneva, October 12 to 14, 1970 

QUESTIONNAIRES ON SEARCH STANDARDS 

SUNNARY OF REPLIES 

Report by the Secretariat 

Introduction 

1. In BIRPI Circular No. 840, date~May 20, 1969, Offices 
were requested to provide information about the search 
standards which are required of or obtained from their 
information retrieval systems (STAC I No. 98). 

2. At the request of the Chairman of TC.I, BIRPI prepared 
a summary of the replies (document IC/TC.I/10(69)), which 
was discussed at the second session of TC.I. 

3. It appeared that not all Offices had answered all the 
questions contained in the request.· In order to procure-a 
complete set of answers from all Offices, a list was prepared 
stating more explicitly the questions contained in STAC I 
No. 98. This list was communicated to all Offices, asking 
them to review their answers in the light of this list, and 
to supplement them whenever necessary. Four new questions 
were added to the list by the second session of TC.I (BIRPI 
Circular No. 971). 

~ 
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4. The replies received to the content of BIRPI Circular 
No. 971 were communicated to all TC.I members for consideration 
at the third TC.I session (documents IC/TC.I/5(70) and its 
two Supplements). 

5. At its third session, TC.I took note of the documents 
containing the replies to BIRPI Circular No. 971, but felt 
that in order to proceed more effectively a summary was 
needed giving an overall picture of the replies to Circulars 
No.s 840 and 971. The Secretariat was asked to prepare this 
summary for consideration at the fourth session of TC.I. 

6. Attached to the present document are the following 
Annexes: ' 

Annex A 

Annex B 

A list stating explicitly the questions 
contained in STAC I No. 98 and the four 
additional questions formulated by TC.I 
(formerly Annex I to Circular No. 971). 

The summary of replies as prepared by the 
Secretariat, following the same sequence 
as the questions presented in Annex A. 

7. Replies received were from Czechoslovakia (CS), Denmark 
(OK), Finland.(SF), Germany (Federal Republic) (DT), Hungary 
(HU), Ireland (El), Japan (JA), the Netherlands (NL), Norway 
(NO), the Soviet Union (SU), Sweden (SW), the United Kingdom 
(GB), the United States (US) and the International Patent 
Institute (IB), and have been communicated as documents 
IC/TC.I/7(69) and its two Supplements and documents IC/TC.I/5(70) 
and its two Supplements. 

LEnd of document IC/TC.I/20(7017 

LAnnexes A and B follo~7 
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Search Standards 

Original questions put to Heads of Offices (Circul~r No. 840): 

1. Completeness of search files 

2. 

3. 

(a) types of document (patents - non-patents) 

(b) nationality of documents 

(c) age of documents 

Thoroughness of search 

(a) discontinuation of search 

(b) search for equivalent subject matter 

(c) .search through analogous art 

(d) state-of-art searches 

(e) specific-matter searches 

(f) time-limits on examiners 

Completeness of text 

(a) claims as substitute for full text documents 

(b) abstracts or abridgement& as substitute for full 
text documents 

(c) claims as a screen leading to full text documents 

(d) abstracts or abridgements as a screen leading to 
full text documents 

4, Distribution of efforts 

(a) improvement of existing conventional systems 

(b) development of non-conventional systems 

(c) input side (classification and indexing) 

(d) output side (searching) 

(e) optimum file size of conventional systems 

(f) op.timum file size of non-conventional systems 

Additional questions (Circular No. 971): 

1. Search time per application 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Number of citations per application 

Classification of foreign patent documents 

Removal of corresponding patent documents 

List prepared by Miss I-L. Schmidt 

Chairman, TC.I 

/End of Annex A; Annex B follow27 
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Question 1 Completeness of Search Files 

(a) Types of Documents (Patents, Non-Patents) 
(b) Nationality 
(c) Age of Documents 

Patent Documents (a) to (c) 

6. The data provided are summarized in Table I (see page 32) • 

7. The data as given in Table I should be supplemented as 
follows: 

(1) CS: "At the time being the search files are being 
rearranged according to IPC, so that the Czechoslovak 
Patent Office might be able to come back to this . 
matter as soon as exact figures are at hand. At 
present only figures concerning library files can 
be given. • · 

(2) SU: "The documents of 53 countries are represented in 

(3) 

· the national collection, namely: the u.s.s.R., 

US: 

the U.S.A., FRG, GDR, Czechoslovakia, France, Great 
Britain, SWitzerland, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, 
Hungary, Poland, Japan, etc. The age of documents 
va.ries according to the national! ty of documents. 
For example: 

the u.s.s.R. - published since 
the U.S.A. 
FRG 
Japan 
France 
Great Britain -

1924 
1935 
1950 
1950 
1956 
1916, etc." 

"Search file contains patents from the following 
countries (as available), Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, East 
Germany, Egypt, Finland, France, German Federal 
Republic, Great Britain, India, Ireland, Italy, 
Japan, ~orea, Netherlands, Norway, P;kistan, 
Philippine Republic, Poland, Rumania, Sweden, 
Switzerland, U.S.S.R,; 

Age - The u.s. has no cut off date for patent 
documents." 

"It is estimated that about 67.5% of the world 
patents are in the U.S. search files or are 
available for filing, this includes cross
referenced patents. The deficiency results in 
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Question 1: Completeness of Search Files. 

(a) Types of Documents (Patents, Non-Patents) 
(b) Nationality 
(c) Age of Documents 

·Patent Documents (a) to (c) 

6. The data provided are summarized in Table I (see page 32). 

1. The data as given in Table I should be supplemented as . 
follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

CS: "At the time being the search files are being 
rearranged according to IPC, so that the Czechoslovak 
Patent Office might be able to come back to this . 
matter as soon as exact figures are at hand. At 
present only figures concerning library files can 
be given." 

SU: "The documents of 53 countries are represented in 
the national collection, namely: the u.s.s.R., 
the U.S.A., FRG, GDR, Czechoslovakia, France, Great 
Britain, Switzerland, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, 
Hungary, Poland, Japan, etc. The age of documents 
varies accordin9 to the nationality of documents. 
For example: 

the u.s.S.R. - published since 
the u.s.A. 
FRG 
Japan 
FI;"ance 
Great Britain -

1924 
1935 
1950 
1950 
1956 
1916, etc." 

US: "Search file contains patents from the following 
countries (as available), Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, East 
Germany, Egypt, Finland, France, German Federal 
Republic, Great Britain, India, Ireland, Italy, 
Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, 
Philippine Republic, Poland, Rumania, Sweden·, 
Switzerland, U.S.S.R.; 

Age - The u.s. has no cut off date for patent 
documents." 

"It is estimated that about 67.5% of the world 
patents are in the u.s. search files or are 
available for filing, this includes cross
referenced patents. The deficiency results in 
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considerable measure from non-receipt of early 
issues of foreign patents. The percentage quoted 
is based on records of inputs and certain estimates, 
it is not the result of an actual inventory of the 
files." 

(4) GB: "The UK Office document collection for search 
purposes is effectively all UK patent specifica
tions published in the preceding 50 years." 

Non-Patent Literature 

8. The statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "Non-patent literature is not included into the 
search files but some examiners, especially in 
chemical field, use a well organized collection 
based prevailingly on Chemical Abstracts and 
Chemisches Zentralblatt." 

(2) HU: "··· with the exception of Chemical Abstracts being 
regularly used in course of chemical searches." 

(3) DK/SW: "The novelty search shall in addition be made on 
the basis of other available literature when deemed 
necessary." 

• ••• as far as non-patent literature is concerned 
only "Chemical Abstracts" is considered obligatory, 
while. other available non-patent literature may be 
searched at the discretion of the examiners." 

(4) NO: "The novelty searching shall also include other 
accessible literature when this is found necessary." 

(5) SW: "The examiners in the chemical field also use 
Chemical Abstracts. Then every examiner can choose 
too to subscribe a number of technical journals or 
reviews within his field.·" 

(6) NL/IB: "The search file contains moreover about 400,000 
non-patent documents, mostly articles from periodi
cals (growth at a rate of 40,000 annually)." 

"About 2% of the searches are made by means of 
Chemical Abstracts only." 

(7) DT: "Abstracts or abridgements are mainly used in the 
field of chemistry. The main contents of 22 
abstract journals are transferred on cards and 
integrated into the examiners' se·arch files." 
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(8) JA: "As to non-patents, our Office subscribes to 
544 foreign and 203 Japanese periodicals, the copies 
of which are offered for search. For'pertinent 
articles in 150 foreign and 153 Japanese periodicals 
out of the above, we have been assigning, since 
1964, patent class, and xerographic copies of such 
articles are distributed to the examiners concerned. 
We also have publications and technical documents 
not regularly issued, which are offered for reading 
by those who are interested." 

(9) SU: "The national collection of documents includes not 
only patent docwnents but also non-patent literature. 
They are : patent specifications and abstract 
journals of different Offices, scientific literature 
and technical periodicals." 

(10) US: "The examiner's search file normally comprises such 
non-patent literature as may have been placed in the 
files by the examiners, abstracts (primarily 
chemical), and publications, including text books 
found in the scientific library." 

(11) GB: "Very occasionally other material, e.g. Chemical 
Abstracts, may be searched by an Examiner." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

9. It was stated by Germany (Federal Republic) that the 
German Patent Office endeavours to incorporate into the search 
files the entire printed matter of the Soviet Union and of 
Japan in a suitable form (e.g., as abstracts in English). The 
date when this project was started, or the first patent numbers 
onwards, have not been given. 

10. As far as the data collected in Table I are concerned, it 
would seem that more explicit figures should be provided--as 
they were by all other countries--by DT, SU and US, in order to 
complete the picture. 

11. As far as non-patent documents are concerned, it appeared 
that the main area of technology in which non-patent literature 
is consulted is predominantly chemistry. Chemical Abstracts 
seems to have an outstanding record in this respect. 
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Question 2 : Thoroughness of Search 

12. The legal requirements as laid down in the Patent Acts 
were described in detail. 

(l) DK: IC/TC.I/7(69), Annex B, page l. 

(2) NO: IC/TC.I/7(69), Annex G, page 2. 

(3) DT: IC/TC.I/7(69), Annex C, pages 2 and 3, and 
IC/TC.I/5(70), Annex F, page 2. 

(4) JA: IC/TC.I/7(69) ,First Supplement, Annex K, page 2. 

(5) US: IC/TC.I/7(69) Second Supplement, Annex N, pages 2 
and 3 and Appendix I. 

(6) GB: IC/TC.I/7(69), Annex I, pages 2 to 4. 

(7) EI: IC/TC.I/7(69), AnnexE, and 
IC/TC.I/5(70), Annex D, page 2. 

13, It. was stated by SW and SF that the Nordic countries have 
the same patent law and the same patent practice. Accordingly, 
it was said that the search standards required of and obtained 
by DK were the same in SW and SF (IC/TC.I/7(69), Annexes Hand 
J). 

Discontinuation of Search (a) 

14. It was assumed that the searc~ is discontinued when it is 
unlikely that any reference or any better reference is to be 
found. This was also expressly stated by HU, DK, SF, NO, SW, 
NL, SU and GB, 

!ype of Search (b) to (e) 

15. The type of searches performed were specified as follows: 

(l) CS: 

(2) HU: 

"Search of equivalent matte:r and/or through 
analogous art is accomplished whenever the examiner 
finds it necess~ry; 

State-of-art searches are not made in CS Office1 

Specific-matter searches are made in dependence of 
individual applications." 

"The search for equivalent subject matter of analogous 
art is effected if it can be concluded on the basis 
of cross references or other facts.• 
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(3) DK: 

(4) NO: 

(5) NL: 

(6) IB: 
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"In course of search of citable documents generally 
references to the state of art are found. Conse-. 
quently, separate search relating to the state of 
art has not to be effected. 

The search is extended to the subject of the claims, 
in this sense the search is a specific matter search. 
The search does not concern other subjects figuring 
eventually in the application." 

"The novelty search should always comprise equivalent 
subject-matter and analogous art." 

"Normally, the novelty searches are specific matter 
searches, i.e. the searches concern the inventions 
described in the applications. State-of-the-art 
searches are made only occasionally for the purpose 
of providing a background for the processing of the 
applications." 

"Equivalent subject matter or analogous art is 
searched when the examiners find a sound reason 
for doing this. 
As a rule both state-of-art searches and specific 
matter searches are made." 

"Our patent law does not restrict the exclusive 
right to what has been claimed but protects the 
invention as understood from the claims in the 
light of the description. Therefor a search is 
mad~ for the invention including equivalent subject 
matter and analogous art." 

"In case no anticipation& have been found, references 
for the state of art are required. Normally, during 
the search in groups, these will be found during the 
search and their absence is no reason to extend the 
search." 

"If by "equivalent subject matter or analogous art• 
is meant widening the scope of the search, we can 
say that novelty searches with respect to a 
specifically claimed subject matter are always con
ducted on a broad base of equivalent or analogous 
art.• 

"State of the art and specific matter searches. 
Generally, our searches are specific matter 
searches, but if no relevant documents are found, a 
state of the art search is obligatory." 
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(7) DT: "The new German Patent Law clearly distinguishes 
between isolated (novelty) search and search in 
connection with examination of an application, both 
being carried out upon special request. If a 
request for isolated -(novelty) search has been 
filed, all relevant patent and non-patent documents 
contained in the search file will be searched. The 
search extends to all claims, no distinction being 
made between independent claims, interdependent and 
dependent claims. 

(8) JA: 

If a request for examination has been filed the 
examiner may discontinue the search when he has found 
material covering the main subject matter claimed and 
when it seems to be unlikely that any better 
reference will be found." 

"In case of search in connection with a request for 
examination, searching in neighbouring fields might 
be useful." 

"In case of isolated search searching in adjacent 
fields for incidental subject matter is done - if 
necessary- for round off state-of-art searches." 

"In searching for novelty, we search, as a rule, 
what is mentioned in the "scope of claim" of an 
application. Searching for equivalent matter and 
analogous art is done at the same time. Searching 
for analogous art is used as a basis of decision for 
inventive step." 

" .•• we assume state-of-art search means searches 
for art publicly known or used including publications 
and periodicals, etc •••• As to publicly known or 
used art, examiners try to collect as much data as 
possible." 

"The meaning of "specific matter"· is not clear to 
us. As already stated, search for novelty is done 
on the scope of claims of an· application. As a rule, 
also, search is conducted at the same time on the 
specific technology contained in what is mentioned 
in the specification as a working example of ~uch 
claim or claims. Search may be extended to the 
possible new technology which may come up should the 
specification be amended by the notice of rejection.• 
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(9) SU: "The search conducted is aimed to reveal known art 
as the cause for rejecting the grant of inventor's 
certificate (patent) or in positive case as closely 
related prior art. In this respect the subject
matter of previous documents and analogous art 
sources may be used according to the legislation and 
practise. 

The state-of-art search and specific-matter searches 
are conducted for the purpose of prognosing the 
development of art and for fulfilling the requests 
of industries which undertake different development 
projects. 

We do not conduct searches for equivalent subject
matter only." 

(10) US: From lecture material on search and retrieval 
practice presented to examiners attending the 
USPO Academy, it is clear that the purposes of 
search by the Patent Office are "novelty, analogous 
utility, for restriction purpose, interference 
search and assignment of applications" (document 
IC/TC.I/7(69) Second Supplement, Annex N, Appendix III, 
page 1) • 

(11) GB: "The official office search is restricted to pure 
novelty. Equivalent matter is therefore not 
deliberately looked for but may be noted in the 
course of the novelty search. There is, of course, 
nothing in the GB documentation or classification 
systems to prevent search for equivalent matter. 

The· office does not make state of art searches." 

" ••• there is no reason why, as a matter of office 
policy, applicants should not be informed of the 
identity of documents within the Examiner's know
leqge (as the result of an official search or other
wise) which, although having no statutory force 
under Section 7 of the Act, are relevant to 
broader patentability issues." 

(12) EI: "The scope of the search is determined by the scope 
of the claims and the search is made in the corres
ponding units of search material subdivided according 
to the International Classification of Patents." 

16. The International Patent Institute gave a survey of the··· 
special services it offers to industry and individuals, such 
as infringement searches, searches for corresponding patents, 
novelty searches relating to patents granted, etc. (document 
IC/TC.I/7(69) First Supplement, Annex M, page 2, i.e.). 
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Time-Limitson Examiners (f) 

17. As far as time-limits imposed on examiners are concerned, 
the following statements have been made:· 

(1) CS: . •The only time limit is the year plan." 

(2) HU: "The examiners have no time limit but the office 
expects a certain number of examinations.• 

(3) DK: "No time-limits are imposed on the examiners as 
regards the novelty search, but they are expected 
to dispose of a certain number of applications a 
year, a number which depends on the technical 
nature of the applications." 

(4) NO: "A direct time-limit is not imposed on the examiners.• 

(5) NL: "Although at present considerable improvement of the 
examiners production rate is sought for, the search 
requir.ements described are still essentially main
tained. Stress is laid on the avoidance of loss of 
time for search which is not required, on avoiding 
search in groups in which anticipations might, but -
according to group wordings - should not be found, 
on-avoiding search for non-essential specific matter, 
on discontinuing search once a nearly complete 
anticipation has been found, and on not too easily 
supplementing the search in a later stage.• 

(6) IB: "We normally have no time limit for the searches, 
but it is left to the judgment of the experienced 
examiners or head of the group to determine whether 
stopping the search is justified." 

(7) DT: "A further limitation of the search (such as limita
tion of the prescribed search time ••• ) is not per
missible even in times of great stress of work." 

(8) JA: "There is·no specific time limit for searching 
imposed on the examiners. But an annual target 
number of examinations is fixed for each examiner 

.on the basis of the technical field and the 
experience of the examiner. Thus it may be said 
that search time is actually limited." 

(9) SU: "Usually there are no time-limits imposed on 
examiners. However, the qualifications and experi
ence of the personnel, the seniority and the subject
matter field determine to some extent the time spent.• 
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(10). GB: "There are no time limits on Examiners." 

(11) EI: "Examiners are not subject to a time-limit, but a 
record of output is kept." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

18. It seems obvious that some Offices at least had difficulty 
in understanding the meaning of the various options of Question 
2. "Specific-matter" searches, more particularly, were inter
preted in different ways. However, from most of the cases it 
emerged that the search performed was a search for prior art in 
general,·rather than equivalent subject matter, analogous art 
or specific subject matter search, alone. 

19. Hungary stated that searches regularly cover the 
national and German (Federal Republic and Democratic Republic), 
Austrian and Swiss patent documents, but if required the search 
could also be extended to English, French and Soviet patent 
documents, especially on the basis of references found in 
other sources. 

20. The Soviet Union stated the following: 

"In the practice of the USSR Institute of patent examina
tion the search for examination is not divided into primary 
and extended. As a rule searching is started in the national 
inventor's certificates and patent specifications for main and 
cross-reference classes and further it continues through patent 
specifications of other countries which occupy the leading 
position in respective field (the choice of these countries is 
made by the examiner for each particular case) and through 
national and foreign technical non-patent literature, periodi
cala, journal• of abstracts, catalogues etc.• 

" 

Question 3 : 
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Completeness of Text (a) to (d) 

21. The question of claims, abstracts or abridgement& of 
patent documents used as substitute for full-text documents 
or as screen leading to full-text doc·uments was treated as 
follows: 

(1) CS: "Neither claims nor abstracts or abridqrnents are 
used as substitute for full text documents. 

US Official Gazette, GB Abridqrnents and DT Auszuge 
are used as screening material." 

(2) HU: "The search is made with the direct study of the 
full text of patent specifications. The text of 
claims never replaces the full text documents. 

Examiners do not use abridgements for searches. 
Among the different abstracts only the use of 
Chemical Abstracts is.general in the course of 
searches of chemical applications. 

If the Office search files contain the full text of 
patent specifications, separate claim-collections 
are not at disposal. The examiner can use as 
screen of patent specifications only the claims 
figuring at the end of patent specifications in 
case they facilitate searches. 

Examiners use exclusively Chemical Abstract~ as a 
screen which leads in certain cases to full text 
documents. In other cases the study of the full 
text is unnecessary, the text published in Chemical 
Abstracts is sufficient." 

(3). DK: "The disclosures through which the searches are 
made are complete disclosures with one exception: 
instead of GB specifications GB abridgment& are 
used." 

(4) NO: "The searches are as a rule made through complete 
disclosures. 

GB abridqrnents are used only for localizing docu
ments which may be of interest." 

(5) NL: "Only about 3% of the documents in our file are 
abstracts. They concern: 

some older patents (claims and drawings); 
old non-patent documents (an indication of the 
subject made by the examiner) ; 

• copies of abstracts of non-available non-patent 
documents. 
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The first two kinds are not added to our collection 
any more. Taking into regard the size of the present 
collection, these kinds of abstracts are hardly of 
any use. Their use frequently requires a check of 
the full document and this is too time-consuming. 

A few of the third kind are still added to our 
collection, mostly in the ehcmical field. 

We presume that the search utility of abstracts 
depends both on their quality and on the field the 
subject covered is concerned with. At any rate we 
think searches on claims only not justified." 

"Within certain fields, especially chemistry, an 
abstract.of high quality is regarded acceptable. 
But even then the full text documents are preferred, 
especially if the characteristic or the relevant 
passages (to the subject of the file concerned) have 
been marked." 

(6) IB: "Our searches are made on the full text of the 
patents or articles. If under special circumstances 
the search is made on the basis of abstracts (e.g. 
chem. abstracts) an attempt is always made to 
consult the full text." 

•(7) DT: "The examiner has to search the complete printed 
publications) the search is, in general, not 
confined to abridgrnents, abstracts, or only to the 
claims of the originals of Patent Office publications.• 

(8) JA: •we search complete specifications, and not abridg
ment&, as to Japanese patent documents. 

In the chemical field, we use Chemical Abstracts, 
Gazettes, British Abridgment& and Derwent Abstracts 
and abstract cards that our Office made up from u.s. 
patent specifications. Since the degree of content 
coverage of these differ, the effective utilization 
we make of ~hem differs, too. For instance, we 
cannot conduct much effective search by· using 
Gazettes, which contain claims only and therefore 
lack sufficient information compared with those docu
ments that contain disclosure of entire specifications. 

Chemical Abstracts mainly cover an embodiment of the 
invention and they do not serve sufficiently for 
searching of "Selection Invention". Also, we find 
difficulties in the searches for inventions concern
ing processes or devices by Chemical Abstract. U.S.P.· 
abstract cards are fairly good but they mainly deal 
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with "one claim and one embodiment", which means 
not all the necessary ernbodiments are covered. 
Similar situation is prevailing in British Abridg
ments. Putting this and that together, it is 
considered that over 95% of new chemical compounds 
are covered, but when·it comes to inventions of 
processes, devices or of application, much are 
missed. Experienced examiners estimate the about 
30% are missed in the field of inventions of 
applications. 

In the field of mechanical and electrical inventions, 
we use British Abridgments much, and the percentage 
of obtaining re~evant documents is considered as 
about 90% for machine elements and transmission 
devices, and about 60% as the overall average." 

(9) SU: "When searching the examiner uses mostly full text 
documents (patent specifications). But sometimes 
we use abstracts and abridgrnents for a number of 
countries as a means for screening search results. 
For instance : Great Britain, the U.S.A., France
since 1966. In the examiner's file we substitute 
the patent specifications of FRG by claims together 
with drawings taken from the "Ausziige". In such 
cases we start searching with the claims study 
using it here as a screen leading to full text docu
ments afterwards." 

(10) GB: "Claims are not used as a substitute for full text 
nor as a screen leading to full text documents." 

(11) EI: "Abridgements and index cards with classification 
and brief description are used as a screen leading 
to full text documents." 

22. Although not explicitly stated, it was clear from the 
reply of the United States that neither claims, abstracts nor 
abridgements are used as substitute for full-text documents or 
as a screen leading to full-text documents. 

Observations by the Secretariat 

23. Part of the content of' the statements as given above are 
also contained in Table I (see * : documents in abstract or 
abridged form). See also paragraph 11. 
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Distribution of Efforts 

Improvement of Existing Conventional Systems versus 

Development of Non-Conventional Systems (a) and (b) 

'24. Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "It is suggested not to improve existing systems 
but to invest efforts in developing new non
conventional systems" and "improvements are 

'realized in conformity with introduction of !PC." 

(2) HU: "Since January 1st 1970 the Office uses for 
Hungarian patents exclusively the !PC system. 
Therefore the development of existing conventional 
systems is.not going on." 

"We would like to mention, that we consider the 
development of new non-conventional systems more 
reasonable than the perfection of existing systems." 

(3) DK: "We have not a classification system of our own and 
are, consequently, not involved in any work concern
ing' the improvement of classification systems. 
Therefore, a statement of opinion as regards the 
distribution of efforts between these two activities 
can only be given in the form of a recommendation to 
the major offices. Having made this reservation, I 
can state that the improvement of the existing 
classification systems should go along with the 
development of non-conventional retrieval systems, 
seeing that for certain technical fields subdivision 
of the existing classes will solve the problems at 
a much lower cost than will mechanization." 

(4) NO: "Preference should not be given to improving 
manual classificationsystems." 

(5) SW: "Our opinion is that you have to develop both the 
conventional and the non-conventional systems.• 

(6) NL: "Effort in respect of new non-conventional systems 
we think justified only if the documents within a 
certain field cannot be made retrievable sufficiently 
by means of a classified file and if the effort 
required presumably will be compensated within 5-10 
years by resulting savings in search time. 
Practically the latter condition will not be ful
filled unless the system is realized by ICIREPAT 
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cooperation. For these reasons the time available 
for improvement is mostly used for improvement of 
the classified file. Apart from conversion accord
ing to the International Patent Classification, we 
prefer improvement of frequently used restricted 
parts of our collection which require too time
consuming searches." 

(7) IB: "Since the NL office and the.I.I.B. use the same 
document collectlon we refer with regard to this 
subject to the NL reply." 

(8) DT: " ••. the German Patent Office is improving the exist
ing systems (e.g. by a more detailed sub-division of 
the classification Lint. Cl~/) and at the same time 
developing completely new systems, both being 
achieved in cooperation with other Patent Offices and 
in cooperation with the German industry.• 

(9) JA: " ••. at present, 7 engineering officials are 
specifically in charge of study and development of 
patent classification systems." 

"We are considering developing or introducing non
conventional systems (mechanize~ retrieval systems) 
for ·technical fields where searching by documents 
maintained by existing patent classification or 
conventionally systematized segregation is difficult 
due to the large number of applications or of stored 
literature." 

(10) SU: "At present the work on substituting full specifica
tions by search cards and abstracts as means for 
primary search is carried out." 

(11) US: "U.S. effort in manual reclassification has been 
demphasized in favor of the development of more 
non-conventional systems of search and retrieval." 

(12) EI: "Refinement of existing conventional systems is a 
continuing process. 

Activity is too small to warrant development of non
conventional systems at present." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

25. The reply from the Netherlands on these questions was very 
elaborate and stressed some important basic factors to be 
taken into account whenever a choice is to made between 
improving an existing conventional (i.e., hierarchical) system 
and developing a non-conventional system (e.g., a mechanized 
system). · 
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Input Side (Classification and Indexing) ; 

OUtput Side (Searching) (c) and (d) 

26. Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "More effort is directed to the input side; at the 
output side the efforts are kept at the possible 
minimum." 

(2) HU: "In interest of unification we reclassified with 
retroactive effect as from 1915 all Hungarian patent 
specifications. It would be advantageous if other 
offices would also reclassify the earlier patent 
descriptions published by them and the lists of 
reclassification would be exchanged among the offices. 
In this case files could be arranged uniformly accord
ing to IPC. 

On the output side the Office wants to extend the 
search basis viz. to extend searches in the future 
also to the newest US descriptions." 

(3) OK: "As regards efforts directed to the input side we 
have of course documentation in mind when we classify 
our patents. So, in addition to the main classifica
tion. based on the invention in question we may indi
cate one or morP so-called "duplicate classes", i.e. 
classes where duplicates of the patent document in 
question will be placed for the purpose of improving 
the search files. As far as indexing is concerned 
we have undertaken to index all non-priority 
claiming Danish patent documents belonging to the 
mechanized retrieval systems in which we participate. 

The·above-mentioned measures relating to the input 
side are taken in the hope of gaining advantages on 
the output side. We think it is very important to 
find the right balance between the efforts and the 
advantages. Thus, as regards classification, care 
sho~ld be taken not to indicate too many duplicate 
classes so as to congest the search files and, as 
regards indexing, care should be taken not to spend 
too many efforts on technical fields with a low 
application activity." 

(4) NO: "As to the distribution of effort between the input 
side of the IR system and the output or searching 
side, the Norwegian Patent Office has always paid 
attention to both sides by using highly qualified 
personnel to do the classifying and indexing work 
as well as to do the retrieval work." 
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{5) SW: "The most efforts ought to be on the input side.". 

(6) NL: "Any effort on the input side above the one required 
for search quality should be fully compensated by the 
resulting decrease in search time." 

(7) IB: "Since the NL office and the I.I.B. use the same 
document collection we refer with regard to this 
subject to the NL reply." 

(8) JA: "As to mechanized retrieval systems, we are putting 
· more effort into the input side (indexing and 

storing of documents) rather than on the output side 
at present." 

(9) US: "The shift in emphasis has resulted in a corresponding 
shift which results in a greater manpower commitment 
to input, at present, in relation to the output." 

(10) GB: "Devising of new classification or indexing systems 
is done wholly by Examiners. Backlog classifying 
and indexing for such systems is done mainly by 
Examiners and partly by a lower grade of Technical 
Analysts (mainly ICIREPAT systems). Classification 
and indexing of new accessions is done wholly by 
Examiners. Apart from machine implemented systems 
searching is done wholy by Examiners but recruitment 
is now under way for a small number of Searchers (a 
lower grade than Examiners) by way of experiment. 
Final decisions, however, will be made by Examiners 
from documents identified by the searchers." 

(11) EI: "At present the greater effort is directed towards 
improvement in classification." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

27. Answers given to these questions were very much along the 
same lines as those to the questions treated in paragraphs 22 
and 23. 

Optimum File Size of Conventional Systems (e) 

28. Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "The number of documents to be perused by a manual 
search depends on the scope of the field and ranges 
from a few hundreds to several thousands of documents 
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{2) HOa "In case of conventional search a group of identical 
• numbers and nationality shall not contain more than 

100-150 documents. The use of a group containing 
less than 10-15 documents is not reasonable, because 
in case of each search always a considerable number 
of such groups have to be turned over." 

(3) DK: "In a manual search system we find that a group 
should preferably not contain more than 200 documents 
of each nationality. It is namely our experience 
that if it does so, the examiner will try to make 
his own subdivision of the file. On the other hand 
too fine a classification system is not desirable 
either, since it always implies that several groups 
have to be perused for each application. Thus, 
groups containing less than 10 documents of each 
nationality seem to be undesirable." 

(4) NO: "The finest subdivision of a manual search system 
should, as an optimum, contain 50-300 documents of 
each nationality." 

(5) SW: "The file size must not be too large and not too 
small. If the file size is large the search time 
will be too long, and if the file size is small the 
profitability will be low." 

(6) NL: "We estimate the ideal size of a group to be, 
depending on the subject, 100-300 documents." 

(7) DT: "The number of documents to be perused by the 
examiner also depends on his technical field and on 
the subject-matter of the invention to which the 
search relates. This number is estimated at 200 
and more when using conventional systems.• 

(8) JA: "From the viewpoint of the user, when files are made 
by countries, it is desired that 50-100 documents 
wo~ld be collected in one file (for the smallest 
division in the classification system)," 

(9) SUa "The work on finding out the optimal amount of 
different documents (patent specifications, abstracts) 
to be included in a search file has started." . 

(10) US: • ••• the optimum file size in each subclass for a 
manual conventional search file would be about 100 
documenta.• 
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(11) GB: "As a rough approximation we ·consider that on 
average the present system for searching GB patents 
passes about 150 (100-200) documents at the first 
screen •.• " 

"Because of the flexibility of the GB coloured clip 
system it cannot be said that there is any optimum 
file size. Much depends on Examiners' preferences, 
e.g .• for a physically small file with a higher 
concentration of documents to be looked at or a 
physically larger file with a small incidence of 

· documents to be looked at; (the documents needing 
to be looked at are identified by colour clip 
schemes·within the physical drawer files)." 

(12) EI: "The abridgement& are arranged in units of the IPC 
designed to contain about 100 items. When a unit 
increases significantly beyond this size, it is 
subdivided into the next finer division of the IPC." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

29. It was noted that Germany (Federal Republic) distinguished 
an optimum number of documents in the technical field of the 
examiner in contradistinction to the documents to be perused 
at the occasion of a search. The optimum file size of an 
examiner's technical field should not exceed a total of 15,000 
documents, whereas the number of documents to be perused was 
estimated to be 200 or more. 

30. The Netherlands quoted that a group contains on an 
average 230 publicationsbut that the groups are very different 
in size. The distribution of groups and documents was given 
(see document IC/TC.I/7(69), Annex F, page 3). The average 
size of a group in which a document is given its first (main) 
classification, however, is 550 documents. 

Optimum File Size of Non-Conventional Systems (f) 

31. Statements were as follows: 

(1) NO: "A mechanized system should contain between 4,000 
and 40,000 documents." 

(2) DT: "When using mechanized search the file of an 
examiner could comprise at least.JO,OOO documents, 
depending on the technical field concerned and the 
system used." 
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(3) JA: "We are considering having about 20,000 documents 
for each field of mechanized retrieval system ••• " 

(4) US: "Non-conventional systems shoul~ have ari optimum · 
size of 10,000 documents. This would assure 
complete indexing of a system in one year in order 
that the system be timely and of contemporary 
interest." 

(5) GB: "There are two aspects to be considered here. One 
relates to the subject-matter field and one to file 
organisation for machine manipulation. As regards 
subject-matter, there is no optimum file size. 
Provided the field is homogeneous and therefore 
suitable to be covered by a single term list (of 
about 1000 terms) there is no limit to the number of 
documents that the system may contain. The number, 
for example, may range from a few thousand to many 
tens of thousands. 

Optimum file size for machine manipulation depends 
upon the kind of machine and the storage facilities 
available. It is smallest for single column sorters, 
larger for sophisticated sorters and larger still 
for computer tape. Computer file organisation is a 
subject to which study will need to be given in 
coming years." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

32. It was stated by DK and HU that, due to their short 
experience with mechanized retrieval systems, they could not 
yet express a view on this matter. 

33. Instead of dealing directly with the optimum file size of 
non-conventional systems, the Netherlands gave some views as 
to the optimum search requirements for non-conventional 
systems. Such requirements for non-conventional systems should 
be that the chance of missing an important anticipation should 
be less than 20%. Further, at least 10% of the documents 
retrieved should be citable documents. 

34. The reply of JA contained a quotation along these·sarne 
lines, since they were of the opinion that a mechanized search 
should reduce the number of documents to be searched manually 
to 10-30\ of the original total present. As an average, 20 
documents should be obtained from a mechanized retrieval 
system. 
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.Additional Question 1 : Search Time per APplication 

35. Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "Very rough estimate is 7-11 hours per application. 
The given figure is·based on practice. No systematic 
survey is at hand." 

(2) HU: "Search time per application is generally 5 hours." 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

{6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

DK: "The time required for searching a patent application 
which includes: 

{i) the determinabion of the classes, subclasses, 
groups, and subgroups to be searched, 

{ii) the search as such, 

(iii) the final sorting of the selected documents, and 

{iv) any supplementary search made by other examiners, 

lies within the range of 3 hours to 7 hours." 

SF: "Taking into account only qualified examiners (not 
new trainees) the total average time per application 
is 27 hours. Time for studying the application etc. 
must be estimated as no definite figures exist at 
present. If time for checking formal matters is 
deducted also the figure will certainly fall below 
20 hours." 

NO: "In average 9 hours. The handling of the whole 
procedure of an application is in the hands of the 
same examiner." 

SW: From the very detailed time study performed in SW 
{see document IC/TC.II/7(69), Annex I), one can 
conclude that an overall average of 7.5 hours net 
working time per case is needed, whilst 11.9 hours 
is accounted for as the gross working time per case. 

NL: "Average search time for the first search report of 
an application {Electrical division): 10 2/3 hours," 
and "the complete search for an application is en
trusted to one single examiner." 

DT: "Search time per application: about 8 hours." 

JA: "It varies depending on the amount of experience of 
each examiner and also on the technical field of 
the application. We do not have, at present, 
accurate statistics on the average time consumed for 
searching. But we can infer that 1~-3 hours are con
sumed for searching per application." 
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(10) SUa "The search time for an application depends greatly 
on the nature of application, the subject-matter 

(11) US: 

field and state of search-file, therefore the time 
spent may vary to a considerable extent· (2-15 hours)." 

"5.6 hours per application of direct search time. 

7.14 hours per application of Examiners paid time 
chargeable to search." 

(12) GB: "In the last 2 months of 1965 search times were 
recorded for all searches, 12828 in all. Over the 
whole office the mean search time was about 1~ hours, 
this representing the time spent at the search files 
and in deciding and recording which documents should 
be cited. In the various Sections (A to H) of the 
Classification Key the mean times varied from l to 
2 hours but the figures for mean times obscure 
significant variations within even a single file.• 

(13) EI: "One hour on chemical cases1 one to four hours, 
exceptionally six hours, on other cases." 

Observations by the Secretariat 

36. The reply of the Netherlands was sppplemented with data 
concerning the percentage of searches (40% overall, 25% 
Electrical division) for which an additional search is to be 
made in the later stage of granting. Time-for this extra 
search was given to be 1~ hours on average (Electrical division). 

37. GB explained the question of supplementary searching. 
Such a search is to be performed wh~n the subject-matter of a 
claim extends over other Headings than that to which the 
application has been assigned. The (supplementary) searches 
are then made by examiners assigned to these Headings and not 
by the primary examiner, e.g., in 1964 12.7% of the applications 
were given a supplementary search. 

38. Disregarding GB and EI, which have files containing 
mainly only the GB and El patent documents respectively, search 
times per application vary from 7-10 hours (search times in 
JA being exceptionally low and in SF exceptionally high). 

~ 
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Additional guestion 2 : Number of Citations per Application 

39. Survey: see Table II. 

TABLE II 
Total 

umber cd I ppllca-
CountrT tiona in 

General lchemicall Elec tr. aample 
Remarks 

4 
2 J'8&rl rs appli Reapeot1vel7 20:(, OJ(, 35J' non-patent 

. cations literature c1t_ed_. _______ _ 
3-4 2 1 CS 

HU 
f

DK 
3 i 3. ! -------- ----. 
2. 8 2. 0 I 4 2 0 Accepted applioat1one. 
2. 4 : 2. 6 : 213 Non-accept..d applicat1ona. 

2.5 

1.2 
1.0 
1.2 B I 1 . 2.6 _i 2.3 : 633 Total. 

~-- -~~"-+-~·!~~ l_.o_•J_:_.__?~-~~- -----------
No l 1 2.4 : _1_.6 j 2.6 _1 621 ___ ___ _ ____ __ 
SW - I 2.0 ! 1.5 . 2.0 ! 600 

+-----· 
1.8 
2.2 
1.9 

-NL rG .-l J ~J·-~--6 ~;z-t 6 ~ 4--7- 102 :--~ate~~; ~d non-oatent literature :~~;;-. 
~-.. 1 -- . -t--- -~-- -

ry_A --t--1-:86 -~""'2:-o 0 : 2 • 0 71 1. 8 6 i 3 0 0 Applica t1ona pubi"1~h~-. --. 

I 1.60 1.88; 1.451 1.60! 300 Applicat1ona re3eoted. 

---~-73,1.94! 1.76··.1.731_ 600 Total. --------------------
su i 1 : 

us l 4.82 , 4.46 -~~f6r-~~--23: _90_2--,-__ _ 
GB ; 1.13*: o.88~ 1.0• +1.1*i 400 

- ... .. .. , ....... ·-; ···-- ----r 

El I 1 i I 
*Figures computed by the Secretariat. 
+Field (other): "not Chemical", •not Electrical". 

Observations by the Secretariat 

40. From all countries which have approximately the same or 
comparable files, the Netherlands and the United States cited 
by far the most references. 
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Classification of Foreign Patent 
Documents 

41· Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "IPC is being introduced instead of the former re
classification to the German Patent Classification." 

(2} HU: "Foreign patent specifications are generally 
classified in 'search files according to the corres
ponding foreign classification, with the exception 
of English and French patent d~scriptions published 
from 1957 and Soviet descriptions published from 
1962 which are classified according to IPC." 

(3) DX: "The NO, SW, SF, and DT patents are classified 
•ccording to the German classification system, i.e. 
they are grouped according to the classification 
printed thereon. The FR patents and the GB abridg
ments are classified according to the NL classifica
tion system, i.e. they are grouped on the basis of 
the classification assigned to them by the NL Patent 
Office and communicated to us in the form of lists. 
The US patents are classified according to the US 
classification system, i.e. they are grouped 
according to the classification printed thereon." 

"We consider the.interplay between the three 
different classification systems as an advantage." 

(4) SF: "All incoming foreign patent' documents are either 
filed in numerical order or classified according to 
a classification printed on the document. When 
also the IPC classification is printed on the docu
ment that is always used. This refers also to 
France where the sub-group is always 00 and the USA 
where the domestic classification may have even 
finer sub-groups than IPC." 

(5) NO: "The German classification system is used as domestic 
classification. Patents from CH (partly), OK, DT, 
SF and SW and GB-abridgments from 1930-1940 are 
classified according to this system. 

Patents from AU, CH (old patents partly), OE and US 
are classified according to their domestic classifi
cation. 

GB~abridgments from 1940-1967 and FR patents from . 
1940 are classified according to the Dutch cl. system. 

FR patents from 1902-1939 classified ace. to Fa
system. 
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GB-abridgments from 1885-1930'acc; to old GB cl. 
system. 

GB-patents from no. 1.100.000 (1968) and CH patents 
from 1969 on Int. Cl. 

Reclassification of GB-abridgments (from 1940) and 
FR-patents to Int. Cl. according to lists received 
from the Dutch Patent Office. 

DT and Nordic patents are reclassified to Int. Cl. 
according to lists exchanged between DT and Nordic 
offices." 

(6) SW: "The OK, NO, SF1 DT patents are classified according 
to the corresponding foreign classification which in 
these cases are· the same as our own domestic classi
fication. 

' The US patents are classified according to the corres-
ponding foreign classification. 

The GB abridgments and the CH patents are classified 
according to our own domestic classification, except 
the last year when they have been classified accord
ing to the International Patent Classification. 

The FR patents are reclassified according to the 
domestic classification." 

(7) NL/IB: "The foreign patents in our search file are 
classified according to domestic classification. 
For about 15\ of the specifications in our search 
file the domestic classification is the International 
Classification with a few additional subdivisions and 
additional references, the latter being required in 
order to incorporate the parts concerned of the Inter
national Classification in the total of our classifi
cation." 

"During 1968 20\ of the new foreign patents have 
clerically been given the same classification symbols 
as their corresponding NL applications (based on the 
same priority document) or corresponding patents 
from other countries. Presumably this \ will grow 
up to SO\ within a few years." 

(8) DT: "The German Classification system, which has 89 
classes, is being gradually converted into the 
International Classification (Int. Cl.) system. 
This is effected by replacing units of classification 
of the German Classification system by related sub
classes of the Int. Cl. In doing this, we use a sub
class symbol, which fits into our German system. 
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Thus, Int. CL-subclasses introduced into the German 
·Classification system have differing symbols for ·the 
subclass, but the •ame symbols for the actual sub
division (e.g. 42ml 702 equals G 06 c 7/02) .• 

At present between 30 and 40% of the foreign patent 
documents contained in the search files have 
already been classified as indicated above, i.e. 
according to the International Classification of 
patents but with differing symbols for the subclass. 
The rest is classified according to the German 
Classification system. 

We hope to have the German Classification system fully 
converted (at present about 38%) into the Int. Cl. 
subdivis·ions by the end of 1972. Reclassification of 
retrospective files will take somewhat longer." 

{9) JA: "They are classified in accordance with the 
classification system of the country of issue, as a 
rule." 

(10) SU: "Full text foreign patent specifications are 
classified according to the national classifications 
of corresponding countries. Simultaneously re
classification to the full I.P.c. scheme is carried 
out on step-by-step basis." 

(11) US: "Foreign documents are classified according to 
domestic classification." 

(12) GB: "The only foreign patents now in the Examiners' 
search files are those in ICIREPAT systems, which are 
hence indexed in the same manner as GB patents, and 
those in a small number of experimental manual files. 
Apart from system 03(A/D convertors) the ICIREPAT 
systems have been incorporated into the official 
domestic classification. The experimental manual 
files are classified by the International Classifica
tion." 

(13) EI: "Foreign documents are not included in the search 
files ••• • and "abridqments are arranged in units 
of the IPC ••• • 

Observations by the Secretariat 

42. Disregarding for a moment the efforts of some Offices to 
convert their search files to the Int. Cl., one can distinguish 
four methods of keeping search files: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

~ 
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No reclassification of the incoming foreign docu
·;tents, hence use of different classification 
systems, including a domestic classification system: 

HU, OK, SF, NO, JA, SU. 

Reclassification of all incoming foreign documents, 
hence use of one single domestic classification: 

NL/IB, DT, US. 

Partial reclassification only of incoming foreign 
documents, hence use of different classification 
systems: 

SW (US patent classification used for US 
documents). 

(iv) One classification system for domestic documents: 

GB, EI (Int. Cl.). 

43. Int, Cl. is used: 

(i) as sole classification in: 

El; 
(ii) as·one of the classification systems in: 

SF (FR documents), 
NO, SW (GB abridgments from 1.100.000 onwards 

and CH patents), 
DT (38% of files), 
NL/IB (15% of specifications); 

(iii) as new system when reorganizing the files in: 

CS (complete change-over in progress), 
NL/IB (when suited), 
DT (change-over to be completed in 1972, 

excluding retrospective files), 
SU (complete change-over planned) , 
NO (in collaboration-7list exchanges--with 

IB/NL and DT for DT, FR and GB patents), 
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Additional Question 4 Removal of Corresponding Patent 
Documents 

44. Statements were as follows: 

(1) CS: "Corresponding patent specifications are not removed 
from the search files." 

(2) HU: "Corresponding patents are not excluded from search 
files.• 

(3) OK: "All foreign patents are integrated into the search 
files, a removal of patents will not be possible as 
~ong as we avail ourselves of three different classi
fication systems." 

(4) SF: "All foreign patents are integrated into the search 
files. • · 

(5) NO: "Corresponding patents are not excluded from search 
files.• 

(6) NL/IB: "Of the series of foreign patents incorporated in 
our search file full copies of all patents are 
included in the search file. Nowadays we make use 
of the possibility to recognize the corresponding 
patents. Those received later are still included in 
the search file but by means of clerical classifica
tion in accordance with th.e family member received 
firstly. • 

(7) DT: "All foreign patent documents are integrated into the 
search files. It depends on the examiner whether 
certain corresponding patents are excluded, generally 
they are not excluded." 

(8) JA: "Not all foreign patents are integrated in our search 
files. Nor corresponding patents are removed. As 
the publication dates of corresponding patents differ 
by each country, sometimes the examiner puts a note 
on our patent gazette that a corresponding patent 
exists.• 

(9) ~U: "Removal of corresponding patent documents is per
formed in a centralized way using the number of 
application, the country and date of priority.• 

(10) US: "Foreign patents are integrated into the search file, 
however, duplicate non-English documents are deleted 
where possible. However, patents of the PCT minimum 
documentation countries are all filed regardless of 
duplication." 
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(11) GB/EI: Not applicable. 

Observations by the Secretariat 

45. NL/IB and SU seemed to be the only countries who have 
implemented means or possibilities to recognize on hand 
corresponding patent documents and when needed to remove them 
from the active files. 
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List of Special Studies Performed by Patent Offices and/or 

Reported in the Replies 

46. Sweden: 

Time study at. the Swedish Patent Office,· April to June 1968. 

(Document IC/TC.II/7(69), Annex I) 

47. Netherlands: 

(i) Spread of documents over groups of the classified file. 

(ii) Citing frequency of references according to their 
publication dates. (1966) 

(iii) Working times of technical officers required for adding 
new documents to search files and improving the search 
file. (1968) 

(iv) Quality of indexing. (1958) 

(v) Number of groups searched per NL application. (1963) 

(vi) Some results of an analysis of the work of examiners of 
the-Electrical Division. (1968) 

(vii) Quality for our search of search results from other 
offices. (1955) 

(All studies to be found in document IC/TC.I/7(69), 
Annex F, pages 3 to 8) 

48. International Patent Institute: 

(i) Comparison between searches in different offices; 
speech by Mr. Stamm, Bijblad Industriele Eigedom, 
August 15, 1969. 

(ii) Abstracts in patent searching; lecture by Mr. van 
Waasbergen, Scientific Symposium, Moscow, July 1969. 

(111) Results of a statistical ·enquiry into the references 
cited on I.I.B. novelty search reports; 7th Annual 
ICIREPAT Meeting, pages 373 to 398. 

(Document IC/TC.I/7(69) First Supplement, Annex M, 
pages 3 and 4) 

.9. 

.. 

United States: 

IC/TC.I/20(70) 
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Joint report on U.S./Gerrnan search exchange. (1966) 

(Document IC/TC.I/7(69) Second Supplement, Annex N, 
Appendix X) 

SO. United Kingdom: 

(i) Effectiveness of the classifying, indexing and search
ing instruments. (1965) 

(ii) Domain of search; Callow and Tarnofsky, 6th Annual 
ICIREPAX Meeting, pages 284 to 297. 

(iii) An investigation in the field of Taps and Valv•s of 
the distribution over the search file of patents cited 
in searches of novelty; 6th Annual ICIREPAT Meeting, 
pages 298 to 339. · 
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Pros. S .A.s (PCT) 

Explanatory Notes: 

IC/TC.I/20(70) 
Annex B 
page 33 

+ First document in series No. 1. 

* Documents in abstract or abridged form. 

(1) Old GB and US documents in abridged form. 

(2) No statutory requirement for examiners to search among 
CH documents. 

(3) Plus LU patents from 1946 onwards •. 

(4) "The classified search files contain a complete collection 
of patent documents of the following countries: DT/DL, 
OE, CH, BE, FR, GB, US." (Document IC/TC.I/5(70), Annex 
F, page 4) 

(5) Figures from page 6 of Annex G to document IC/TC.I/5(70): 
"Patent document files arranged by patent classifications.• 

Page 7 of the same Annex also gives figures of "Patent 
document files arranged by patent classification and dis-
tributed to examiners." ---

{ 
FR* 1968; 

GB* 1948; 

DT* 1962; 

US* 1.962. 

JA+; SU* 1968; GB* 1931-19411 

LEnd of Annex ~.7 
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